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Version 1.1 

Abstract 

This deliverable describes the methodologies and the outcomes of the updates on Requirements and 

available Solutions activities which build upon the content of the previous deliverable “Updates on 

Scenarios and Use Cases”. 

Building upon the detailed and updated description of the delivered use cases and scenarios, and 

with the use of a special concept mapping exercise for sense making requirements this deliverable 

provides an update of the webinos platform requirements as we see them after one and a half year 

of webinos. 

This report also reviews the various operating systems/web rendering engines and highlights any 

major changes that have occurred since the original landscape and governance reports were written. 

This also includes an analysis of the various cross-platform tools that are available to webinos, across 

various technologies and how webinos should target these tools to support the webinos ecosystem. 
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1 Introduction 
The D2.5 Updates on Requirements and available Solutions deliverable provides the updated and 

refined set of requirements, which lay the foundation of the webinos platform. It also contains an 

amendment to the industry and landscape as well as IPR analyses deliverables. 

1.1 Intended Audience 

The primary audience for this document are the developers of the webinos platform, since they will use 

the requirements outlined in the document to detail the webinos architecture. Webinos application 

developers and third parties interested in webinos are target audience as well, since the requirements 

may also be interested in the requirements, as they represent what the webinos platform provides 

without delving deeply into the system specifications. This document also provides an update to the 

industry landscape, governance, licensing and IPR frameworks done in phase I. 

1.2 Background 

One year after the first set of requirements was defined the webinos architecture, rapid progress was 

made towards the phase 1 specifications and the first implementation release. To reflect the changes 

and the design decisions made, the requirements need to be updated in order to describe webinos as it 

is now and should become in the future.  

Since requirements evolving over time, for example based on feature requests from in or outside the 

project, this deliverable is a snapshot of work. The online repository of the project contains always the 

latest versions and reflects recent changes. 

1.3 Terminology 

Existing specifications used three levels of abstraction to define the webinos system: scenarios, use 

cases and requirements. The basic meaning and separation between the three levels are defined as 

follows: 

 A scenario describes in a narrative way, how a user, or an application on behalf of the user, 

could interact with webinos. Scenarios are a basis for describing how features that should be 

implemented are envisaged.. The scenarios are written by the stakeholders of the webinos 

project, and are the main instrument for influencing webinos' scope. These scenarios are also 

candidates for concept applications and demonstrations because their role in envisioning 

webinos. 

 A use case is a description of a system’s behavior as it responds to an outside request. This 

typically is an application on behalf of the user, or direct interaction with webinos for 

administrative purposes. Use cases define a subset of webinos' functionality, and are used to 

define the behavior of a system without specifying its internal structure. Like scenarios, in 

addition to deriving or operationalised requirements, use cases are also used by developers to 
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understand the functionality webinos provides without referring to specifications and 

architectural models. 

 System requirements are system and implementation oriented. They use (semi-‐) formal text to 

capture requirements that must be fulfilled by the implementation; these are precise 

descriptions, which have been written primary for specification and implementation developers. 

Many of these requirements have been derived from the use cases, but in addition the system 

engineers and system architect(s) add requirements to provide the working characteristics of 

the system. An updated version of webinos system requirements is presented in this 

deliverable. 

1.4 Structure of the Deliverable 

 Chapter 2 forms an amendment to the industry landscape analysis done in phase one of the 

project. 

 Chapter 3 provides the updated, restructured and new requirements. 

 Chapter 4 provides the conclusions. 
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2 Landscape Analysis Update 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Background 

In March 2011 the webinos consortium published deliverable “Industry landscape, governance, licensing 

and IPR frameworks”.  The purpose of this report was to assess the state of the art of technologies that 

will be used to realize the webinos platform,   to understand related industry activities and to identify 

appropriate governance, licensing and IPR frameworks for webinos. The primary conclusions from this 

analysis were that success for webinos will be predicated on developing with the ecosystem as well as 

the technology, by identifying and directly addressing major areas of current web fragmentation and 

through developing and innovating where web technologies are currently deficient.  Additionally, this 

report identified Best Practices deployed in open source projects/standards across four domain areas 

(Mobile, Automotive, TV and PC).  Thirteen key recommendations for open source projects generally 

were identified and these will be used to shape the webinos open source project. 

In October 2011 the webinos consortium published deliverable “Target Platforms, target Requirements 

and Platform IPRs”. The purpose of this Report was to recommend the most suitable platforms upon 

which to initially realize and implement webinos. The technical, commercial and licensing/IPR aspects of 

27 operating systems and 3 web rendering engines across the four domains of Mobile, Automotive, TV 

and PC were analyzed and a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses/Limitations, Opportunities, and Threats) 

analysis was carried out for each to provide recommendations with regard to which operating systems 

were most appropriate for the purposes of webinos.  Additionally this report identified device side 

integration issues that must be taken into consideration when selecting the most appropriate operating 

systems.  Finally, the resourcing, governance, licensing and IPR recommendations were further 

considered and recommendations provided to guide the setting-up of webinos as an open source 

project.  

At that time the recommendation was that webinos should prioritize implementation on the following 

platforms: 

 Windows 7 Desktop 

 Mac (desktop) 

 Android 

 Linux (Debian) distribution 

 Meego 

2.1.2 Landscape analysis update 

At the time of writing the first land scape analysis deliverables it became clear to the consortium 

members that the industry landscape upon which webinos resides is ever changing and unpredictable, 

with industry entrants, technologies and business models appearing and disappearing.  To this extent it 

makes sense that we continually reappraise the industry landscape and technology architecture and 
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environment that webinos operates within.  Therefore the purpose of this report is to review the 

operating systems, platforms and industry environment (landscape) and to identify strategic changes 

that have occurred which would lead us to review the currently agreed priority of platforms, or even the 

inclusion of specific platforms,  originally identified as the most appropriate for webinos to target.  

Chapter 2.2 reviews the various operating systems/web rendering engines and highlights any major 

changes that have occurred since the first versions of the landscape analysis deliverables were written. 

PC  

 Windows 7 

  MAC OS-X  

 Debian 

 FreeBSD 
______________________ 

Home media  

 Google TV  

 Mediaroom  

 MythTV 

 MeeGo  

 NetTV  

 Samsung TV  

 HbbTV  

 AppleTV  

 XBMC  

Mobile/Tablet 

 Symbian  

 Android - Mobile  

 Windows Phone  

 iOS  

 Samsung bada 

 BlackBerry  

 Linux (raw)  

 Ubuntu Unity 

 MeeGo (now Tizen) 

 WebOS  (now Open webOS) 

WEB rendering engines 

analysis 

 QT  

 Mozilla Firefox  

 Chromium  
 

Automotive  

 MeeGo IVI (reference implementation for GENIVI)  

 Android (AutoLinQ) 

 Microsoft Windows Embedded Automotive  

 QNX Car 

 

Section 2.3 provides an analysis of the various cross-platform tools that are available to webinos, across 

various technologies and how webinos should target these tools to support the webinos ecosystem. 

Section 2.4 discusses further the IPR, licensing framework of webinos bearing in mind the expectations 

that are now present amongst developers for open source project which need to be met in order to 

position webinos favourably relative to its peers  

Section 2.5 outlines how changes in the technology landscape have impacted technology priorities for 
webinos. In summary the focus for webinos remains as before with no major changes. Additionally there 
is information regarding setting up webinos as a foundation. It is anticipated that there will be a formal 
recommendation to the webinos consortia in November 2012 regarding this issue.  
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2.2 Platforms update 

2.2.1  PC 

2.2.1.1 Windows 7 (8) 

2.2.1.1.1 Introduction 

Microsoft Windows a primary candidate for webinos release and it is a series of software operating 

systems and graphical user interfaces produced by the Microsoft Corporation 

(http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/default.aspx). Microsoft first introduced an operating environment 

named Windows on November 20, 1985 as an add-on to MS-DOS in response to the growing interest in 

graphical user interfaces (GUIs). MS Windows Operating Systems has a 92.2% desktop market share as 

of June 2011 (Net Applications). The most recent client version of Windows is Windows 7 

(http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/products/home).   

2.2.1.1.2 Technical updates 

No major updates relating to webinos have been released for Windows 7. 

2.2.1.1.3 Windows 8: 

 Windows 8 will employ a new user interface based on Microsoft's Metro design language 

 Windows 8 introduces APIs to support near field communication (NFC) on Windows 8 
devices 

 Windows 8 has the new Internet Explorer 10 which should be more W3C standard 
compliant. This gives the ability to have this engine as a runtime 

 Widgets are replaced by the windows 8 apps which are html5+css+javascript 

 Multi touch support added 

 Windows 8 will support System on a Chip (SoC) architectures, including ARM-based systems. 
On the x86 architecture, Intel Corporation and AMD continue their work on low-power SoC 
designs that support Windows 

 Windows Runtime, or WinRT, is Microsoft's new programming model that makes the 
backbone of the new Metro-style apps (also known as Immersive) in Windows 8.  

 Ability to sign in using a Windows Live ID. This will allow for the user's profile and settings to 
be synchronized over the internet and accessible from other computers running Windows 8, 
as well as integration with SkyDrive. 

 Two new authentication methods: picture password, which allows users to log in by drawing 
three gestures in different places on a picture and PIN log in, which allows users to 
authenticate using a four digit pin. 

 Native USB 3.0 support 

2.2.1.1.4  Commercial updates 

The upcoming Windows 8 is already shipped to business partners and is also already available through 

the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDNA). At http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-

8/download (17/8/2012) a preview version can be downloaded. 

The release date of Windows 8 is reported to be the 26th October 2012.  

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-8/download
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-8/download
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Windows Store is an upcoming digital distribution platform developed by Microsoft Corporation as part 

of Windows 8 for Metro style apps. The Windows Store will also allow developers to advertise their 

desktop apps. It will support both free and paid applications, with the paid applications ranging from 

$1.49 to $999.99. Developers will also be able to offer free trials. The Windows Store was made 

available concurrently with the release of the Windows 8 Consumer Preview which was released on 

February 29, 2012. 

On September 13, 2011, day one of the BUILD developer conference, Microsoft's Windows President 

Steven Sinofsky announced the Windows Store app and its features and demonstrated the store. 

Microsoft that day also released the Windows 8 Developer Preview that included the Windows Store 

app but does not function, displaying a "coming soon" message. 

The Windows Store will be the only means of distributing Metro-style apps to users; the official reason is 

to allow Microsoft to scan apps for security flaws and malware. The Windows Store will take a 30% cut 

of application sales. Once an application reaches $25,000 USD in revenue, the cut drops to 20%. In-app 

third-party transactions are also allowed, of which Microsoft does not take a cut. Individual developers 

will be able to register for $49 USD, and $99 USD for companies. 

2.2.1.1.5 Conclusion 

 Technical considerations for webinos 

 Win 8 platform maturity is at stake since it has rewritten most of is codebase 

 WinRT supports development in C++ (usually with Component Extensions, C++/CX) and the 
managed languages C# and VB.NET, as well as JavaScript. 

 Windows 8 for x86/64 processors will run most software compatible with previous versions 
of Windows, with the same restrictions as Windows 7: 64-bit Windows 8 will be able to run 
64-bit and 32-bit software while 32-bit Windows 8 will be able to run 32-bit and 16-bit 
software (although some 16-bit software may require compatibility settings to be applied, 
or not work at all). 

 Windows on ARM processors (Windows RT) will only support the applications included with 
the system (including some Office 15 desktop applications), supplied through Windows 
Update, or acquired through the Windows Store, which will only provide Metro applications. 
Windows on ARM will not support running, emulating, or porting existing x86/64 desktop 
applications, in order to ensure the quality of apps available on ARM. 

 Metro applications can be cross-compatible with both x86/64 based systems and Windows 
on ARM, or compiled to support a specific architecture. 

 

Commercial considerations for webinos 

The redesign from the ground up of the Windows 8 UI will be probably welcomed with hesitation from 

the users, while adoption is expected to be slow. Nevertheless, the use-base of the Windows OS is large 

enough that a Windows version of webinos is crucial for the project’s success. 
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2.2.1.2 Mac OS -X 

2.2.1.2.1 Introduction  

Mac OS X (http://www.apple.com/macosx/) is a series of Unix-based operating systems and graphical 

user interfaces developed, marketed, and sold by Apple Inc (http://www.apple.com/). Since 2002, Mac 

OS X has been included with all new Macintosh computer systems and is the successor to Mac OS 9 

(http://www.apple.com/support/macos9/), released in 1999, the final release of the "classic" Mac OS, 

which had been Apple's primary operating system since 1984. The current version of the operating 

system is version 10.7.4, codenamed ‘Lion’. 

OS X Mountain Lion (version 10.8) is the ninth and next major release of OS X. OS X Mountain Lion was 

announced on February 16, 2012 and is scheduled for a release in summer of 2012 

2.2.1.2.2  Technical updates 

 Safari – With full-screen mode and the new WebKit2 layout engine. 

 Address Book now uses an iPad-like user interface. It also includes improved Yahoo support 
and FaceTime calling. 

 AirDrop – Lion-to-Lion direct file sharing via Wi-Fi Direct. No wireless access point required 

 Address space layout randomization – Address space layout randomization (ASLR), a 
security technique that puts important data in unpredictable locations, making it harder to 
target known weaknesses, is available for 32-bit applications, and "has been improved for all 
applications", in Lion 

 Apple Push Notification Service – Send over-the-air alerts, such as news updates or social 
networking status changes, using Apple's Push Notification service to applications that 
support APNS. APNS allows Mac OS X Lion and iOS clients to receive push changes to items 
such as mail, calendar and contacts from a configured OS X Lion Server. 

 FileVault now offers full disk encryption and added security with XTS-AES 128 data 
encryption. Support for FileVault on external hard drives has also been added. 

 Full-screen apps – Native, system-wide support for full-screen applications running in their 
own space. Supporting applications display a new button at the top right of application 
window, this button opens applications in full-screen mode. 

 Mac App Store – An application store built in the image of the iOS App Store. Like in iOS, it 
will provide ways for shoppers to discover apps, one-click installation of apps, and one-click 
updates of all or selected installed applications. Despite being announced as a future 
feature of Lion, the Mac App Store was released for Mac OS X Snow Leopard on January 6, 
2011 as it was bundled with the Mac OS X 10.6.6 update 

 Multi-touch gestures – Similar to iOS, additional gestures performed using a multi-touch 
input device (e.g. Magic Mouse, Magic Trackpad) will allow the user to scroll, swipe to 
different pages, and enter Mission Control. While this is not the first official multi-touch 
support for Mac OS X, it has been expanded; other frameworks, such as Lux, have already 
created multi-touch support. 

 Rosetta, software which makes possible the execution of PowerPC software on x86 
hardware, is no longer available. This disables some programs that ran on previous versions 
of Mac OS X. Programs requiring Rosetta to operate are not allowed to be distributed via 
the Mac App Store. 
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 Adobe Flash Player and Apple's Java Runtime Environment (JRE) are not included in new 
installations of Lion, but both can still be downloaded and installed manually. 

 Apple will no longer be actively maintaining its JRE, but Software Update will offer to 
download Snow Leopard's JRE if a user tries to run a Java program without there being a JRE 
installed. Programs using Java are not allowed to be distributed via the Mac App Store. 

 

Mac OS X Mountain Lion new features that can relate to webinos are the following: 

 Deeper integration of iCloud, which includes new Open and Save dialog boxes across built-in 
applications, iWork and third-party applications via an API. Applications that make use of 
this API support a new user interface to view and manage documents in the cloud that are 
specific to the application being used. 

 Automatic synchronization of documents in iWork with iCloud 

 Messages – a multi-protocol instant messaging and texting client (replacing iChat); supports 
the iMessage service. Also available on Mac OS X 10.7 "Lion" as a beta version. 

 Game Center – borrowed from iOS 

 AirPlay Mirroring – remote broadcast of OS X desktop to Apple TV via AirPlay 

 Twitter integration 

 OS X Mountain Lion no longer supports ATI's Mobility Radeon X1600 or Radeon X1900, 
Intel's GMA 950 or GMA X3100, or NVIDIA's GeForce 7300 graphics processors 

 OS X Mountain Lion now supports AMD's Radeon HD 6000 series of graphics adapters 

2.2.1.2.3 Commercial updates 

Reception for OS X Lion has generally been positive, but tempered by a substantial backlash by "Pro" 

users with workflows affected by the Autosave/Revert workflow. In an extensive review of the operating 

system, Ars Technica recommended Lion. They noted that it feels like it is the start of a new line of 

operating systems that will continue to be influenced by Apple's iOS platform. The review also compared 

the introduction of Lion, along with its new conventions that change traditional ways of computing, to 

the original Mac OS X and when it replaced the classic Mac OS. Macworld called Lion a "radical revision", 

praising the changes made to the operating system to be more user friendly to new Mac users that are 

familiar with the iOS interface, while criticizing the limited utility of the interface. Ultimately, the 

magazine considered Lion an operating system worth getting, giving it 4.5 out of 5 stars. guardian.co.uk 

called Lion a substantial improvement from its predecessors, and considered it a "steal" given its price. 

On the other hand, Gizmodo stated that the new interface "feels like a failure" and concluded by saying 

that "it doesn't feel like a must-have upgrade". Ted Landau of MacObserver also had serious criticism of 

Lion, reversing his earlier praise of Autosave and writing "Auto Save” takes irritatingly long when 

working with large documents. Still others lament the loss of the Save As… command, noting that the 

new Duplicate option is not as convenient to use. The consensus is that none of this would matter much 

— if you could disable Auto Save. If you like how it works, leave things as is. Otherwise, get rid of it. But 

Lion offers no way to turn Auto Save off. This is the heart of the “my way or the highway” complaint. A 

posting sums it up: “The new features are intrusive, non-respectful of the users’ choices, and cannot be 

changed.” 
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Due to Lion's enhanced security features, including application sandboxing, Dino Dai Zovi, principal of 

security consultancy Trail of Bits and the co-author (with Charles Miller) of The Mac Hacker's Handbook, 

characterized Lion's security as "a significant improvement, and the best way that I've described the 

level of security in Lion is that it's Windows 7, plus, plus. I generally tell Mac users that if they care about 

security, they should upgrade to Lion sooner rather than later, and the same goes for Windows users, 

too." 

OS X Mountain Lion was officially announced by Apple Inc. on their website on February 16 as a 

successor to Mac OS X 10.7 "Lion". It is still in development and it is available for download as a 

developer preview version exclusively to Apple Developers with a paid membership. 

2.2.1.2.4 Conclusion 

Technical considerations for webinos 

The most notable change lies in the fact that Safari now uses the new WebKit2 layout engine and full 

screen modes. This can be significant in order to provide full screen applications via webinos. 

 

Commercial considerations for webinos 

No major changes since last update. 

2.2.1.3 Debian 

2.2.1.3.1 Introduction  

Debian GNU/Linux is a Linux-based operating system launched in 1993 by Ian Murdock and currently 

developed by the "Debian Project", an independent decentralized organization of more than 3000 

individuals, and is not backed by a company like other Linux distributions. 

It is one of the most popular and influential Linux distributions, as well as the base of other popular 

distributions such as Ubuntu and Linux Mint. 

According to Distowatch.com's statistics, Debian and its derivatives are by far the most popular family of 

Linux-based operating systems 

2.2.1.3.2 Technical updates 

The Debian project announced the fourth update of its stable distribution Debian 6.0 (codename 

squeeze).This update mainly adds corrections for security problems to the stable release, along with a 

few adjustments to solve serious problems. Security advisories were already published separately and 

are referenced where available. Problematic firmwares that were embedded in the kernel have been 

relocated. Another first is the completely free Linux kernel, which no longer contains problematic 

firmware files. These were split out into separate packages and moved out of the Debian main archive 

into the non-free area of the archive, which is not enabled by default. In this way Debian users have the 

possibility of running a completely free operating system, but may still choose to use non-free firmware 

files if necessary. Firmware files needed during installation may be loaded by the installation system; 

special CD images and tarballs for USB based installations are available too. 
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Updated packages list: 

 KDE Plasma Workspaces and KDE Applications 4.4.5 

 an updated version of the GNOME desktop environment 2.30 

 the Xfce 4.6 desktop environment 

 LXDE 0.5.0 

 X.Org 7.5 

 **OpenOffice.org 3.2.1 

 GIMP 2.6.11 

 Iceweasel 3.5.16 (an unbranded version of Mozilla Firefox) 

 Icedove 3.0.11 (an unbranded version of Mozilla Thunderbird) 

 PostgreSQL 8.4.6 

 MySQL 5.1.49 

 GNU Compiler Collection 4.4.5 

 Linux 2.6.32 

 Apache 2.2.16 

 Samba 3.5.6 

 Python 2.6.6, 2.5.5 and 3.1.3 

 Perl 5.10.1 

 PHP 5.3.3 

 Asterisk 1.6.2.9 

 Nagios 3.2.3 

 Xen Hypervisor 4.0.1 (dom0 as well as domU support) 

 OpenJDK 6b18 

 Tomcat 6.0.18 

 More than 29,000 other ready-to-use software packages, built from nearly 15,000 source 
packages. 

2.2.1.3.3 Commercial updates 

Version 6.0.4 was released on January 28th, 2012 

2.2.1.3.4 Conclusion 

Nothing significant has been changed since the SWOT analysis we did about opportunities and risks. 

Strengths: 

 Debian is a well-established project with 
a large and active, inclusive and 
cooperation-incline community. Its 
governance model is transparent, open 
and unencumbered by the interests of a 
single or a small group of companies. 

 The platform is mature, fully featured 
and is and will continue to be fully 
free/open source for the foreseeable 
future. It is very likely that it does 
already include everything that might be 
needed for a webinos implementation. 

Weaknesses: 

 The market share of Debian as a desktop 
operating system is small when 
compared to Microsoft Windows and 
Apple Mac OS X. 

 Due to the ever evolving and 
decentralized nature of design and 
development of Linux software, the 
system occasionally suffers from 
redundancies, lack of integration and/or 
backward/forward compatibility issues. 
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Opportunities: 

 Developing a webinos implementation 
for Debian would, in practice, make it 
trivial to have ports to other Linux 
distributions, and especially Debian 
derivatives like Ubuntu and Linux Mint, 
and make it sensibly easier to do the 
same with other UNIX-like operating 
systems. 

 It could also be very important for the 
development of a server-side webinos 
infrastructure, where usage of these 
systems is much more widespread. 

 Given the high level of active 
contribution of the Linux community to 
free/open source projects, it could also 
help in getting skilful individuals 
involved, especially when it comes to 
gaining/maintaining support for exotic 
platforms or adapting to unforeseen 
real-world scenarios, as well as having 
external people to spread the word. 

Threats: 

 Since free/open source ecosystems tend 
to be in continuous, quick and, at times, 
divergent evolution, especially when it 
comes to desktop technologies, it is of 
great importance to build a community 
of talented and devoted developers to 
keep developing and maintaining the 
software, otherwise there is a concrete 
risk of moving fast towards a form of 
obsolescence whose most evident 
symptoms would be the lack of 
integration with the underlying system 
and incompatibilities with the latest 
system components. 

 Furthermore, special attention should 
be payed to the licensing terms and 
governance models of the various 
components to be used, especially when 
it comes to viral licenses, such as the 
GPL, and the possibility for third-party 
developers to distribute proprietary 
products. 

2.2.1.4 FreeBSD 

2.2.1.4.1 Introduction  

FreeBSD is a free/open source UNIX-like operating system descended from AT&T UNIX via BSD UNIX. 

The first release was published in November 1993 and it is currently being developed by the "FreeBSD 

Project", a group of over 400 active developers and thousands of contributors, and partially backed by 

the FreeBSD Foundation, a US-based non-profit organization devoted to support the FreeBSD Project, its 

development and its community. 

FreeBSD is probably the most popular non-Linux UNIX-like operating system and is the base of other 

popular BSD operating systems, such as PC-BSD and GhostBSD. 

According to Distrowatch.com's statistics, FreeBSD and its derivatives are by far the most popular family 

of BSD operating systems. 

Technical updates 

 now support for the transactional file system ZFS 

 full support to OpenSSL 
 

Commercial updates 

 Version 8.3 RC1 has been released 06/03/12 
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2.2.1.4.2 Conclusion 

FreeBSD is a full-featured platform and provides an excellent development environment in general. 

More than 22,000 free/open source software packages are available (see FreeBSD ports) and it is very 

likely to support everything that webinos might need. 

On the other hand, the degree of customizability and configurability that FreeBSD allows is exceptionally 

high. FreeBSD, however, tends to be more difficult to configure than most Linux systems. 

In light of the above results, this platform seems to be suitable to fulfill webinos needs. 

Nothing significant has been changed since the SWOT analysis we did about opportunities and risks. 

Strengths 

 FreeBSD is a well-established project 
with a strong following, a long tradition 
and a very active community. Its 
governance model is open and 
unencumbered by the interests of a 
single or a small group of companies. 

 The platform is very mature, full-
featured and is fully free/open source. 
It is very likely that it does already 
include everything that might be 
needed for a webinos implementation. 

Weaknesses 

 The market share of FreeBSD as a desktop 
operating system is minimal, and even in 
the server arena it is not comparable to 
Linux. 

 Despite being generally more stable than 
most Linux distributions when it comes to 
backward/forward compatibility, there 
may still be consistency, redundancy and 
integration problems regarding software 
that is not directly developed by the 
FreeBSD Project, and that constitutes a 
major part of the platform. 

 

Opportunities 

 The main advantage in developing a 
FreeBSD implementation would be to 
allow a potential webinos server-side 
infrastructure to share at least part of 
the codebase with the client-side 
implementation, and having that 
available for companies and/or server 
farms that already use FreeBSD, thus 
potentially attracting skilful system 
administrators and security-minded 
developers that usually work on large 
scale systems. 

 

Risks 

 Special attention should be payed to the 
licensing terms and governance models of 
the various components to be used, 
especially when it comes to viral licenses, 
such as the GPL, and the possibility for 
third-party developers to distribute 
proprietary products. 
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2.2.2 Mobile/ Tablet  

2.2.2.1 Symbian 

2.2.2.1.1 Introduction 

In November 2010, Nokia announced that Symbian would no longer continue to be an open source 

project and that Nokia would take ownership of the platform taking it in-house for further development.  

Additionally the Symbian Foundation announced that it would transition to a licensing-only 

organisation.  Ultimately the Symbian open source project had failed. 

 

On February 11, 2011, Nokia announced a partnership with Microsoft which would see it 

adopt Windows Phone 7 for smartphones, reducing the number of devices running Symbian over the 

coming two years. By April 5, 2011, Nokia ceased to open source any portion of the Symbian software 

and reduced its collaboration to a small group of pre-selected partners in Japan. 

 

On June 22, 2011, Nokia and Accenture announced that they reached an agreement for Nokia to 

outsource Symbian software development and support activities to Accenture.  Under the agreement, 

Accenture provides Symbian based software development and support services to Nokia through 2016. 

Approximately 2,800 Nokia employees located in China, Finland, India, the United Kingdom and the 

United States, were expected to transfer to Accenture by October, 2011. The agreement calls for 

Accenture to support and further develop Nokia’s Symbian platform and to become the preferred 

supplier to Nokia on their transition to Windows Phone.   

2.2.2.1.2 Conclusion 

There have been many reasons posited for the failure of Symbian as an open source software project. 

From the perspective of webinos there are a number of useful lessons with regard to Developer 

Community expectations, such as the need to provide: 

1. a near-fully-functioning and featured platform (Android)  

2. a route-to-market to be able to monetize applications that is effective and efficient 

3. unhindered access to source code and the ability to make contributions easily and effectively 

Additionally from an open source project management perspective, we can see the following failings of 

the Symbian open source project: 

1. A process to open source the platform that took more than a year to complete – too slow 

2. A process that only paid heed to the OEMs working on the project and denigrated the role of the 

Developer Community – no attention to meritocracy or acknowledging the importance of the 

Developer Community 

3. Too bureaucratic and slow-decision making (LiMo also suffers this problem) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Phone_7
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2.2.2.2 Android 

2.2.2.2.1 Introduction  

Android is an open-source operating system developed by the Open Handset Alliance (OHA) led by 

Google, officially announced on November 5th, 2007. The ownership of the Android open source project 

is held by Google and the Android project is distributed under Apache 2 license. 

The current version is Android 4.0 also known as "Ice Cream Sandwich" a new version Android 5.0 is 

planned for the summer 2012. 

2.2.2.2.2 Technical updates 

Android 4.0.4 Ice Cream Sandwich is the latest Android version that is available to phones. 

In early 2011, Google chose temporarily to stop the release of Android source code, but on November 

14, 2011 the sources of Android 4.0.1 were released. The web browser available in Android is based on 

the open-source WebKit layout engine, the JavaScript engine is Chrome's V8. The native browser scores 

100/100 on the Acid3 test on Android 4.0. 

 

4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich (19th October 2011) introduced some new features as facial recognition unlock, 

network data usage monitoring and control, unified social networking contacts, photography 

enhancements (zero shutter lag), offline email searching, app folders, and information sharing using NFC 

(Android Beam). Wi-Fi Direct. All the system apps were updated to use the new API features. 

 

The main hardware platform for Android is the ARM architecture and there is support for x86 from the 

Android x86 project (Google TV uses a special x86 version of Android). From the version 17 of the SDK 

(released on 22nd March 2012) there is native support for x86 chips and it's possible to use an Android 

device as a multitouch input device for PCs. 

2.2.2.2.3 Commercial updates 

As of February 2012 there were more than 450.000 apps available for Android, and the estimated 

number of applications downloaded from the Android Market as of December 2011 exceeded ten 

billion. Android is one of the two best-selling smartphone platforms worldwide in Q4 2010 with over 300 

million Android devices in use by February 2012. According to Google's Andy Rubin, as of February 2012 

there are over 850,000 Android devices activated every day. 

2.2.2.3 Windows phone 

2.2.2.3.1 Introduction  

The Windows Mobile platform has been in a state of evolution. Existing versions of Windows Mobile are 

not backward compatible with Windows Mobile 6.5.  Also, there is a shift from enterprise (up to 

windows mobile 6.5) to consumer focus. However, over the last year, the strategy for the platform has 

become much clearer – and hence its impact on webinos can be gauged better. With respect to 

webinos, the most important elements of the Windows Phone are: Open source strategy, browser 

strategy, API strategy, partnership strategy, evolution and future directions, developer affinity and wider 

integration (explicitly with windows).  
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On October 11, 2010, 10 devices supporting Windows Phone from HTC, Dell, Samsung, LG and others 

were announced. On 11 February 2011, Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer and Nokia CEO Stephen Elop 

announced a partnership between their companies in which Windows Phone would become the 

primary smartphone operating system for Nokia heralding the ‘three horse race’ (android, iPhone and 

Windows Mobile). On May 25, 2011, in addition to Nokia, Acer, Fujitsu, and ZTE announced support for 

Windows Phone. The first Nokia Windows phones, the Nokia Lumia 800 and Nokia Lumia 710, were 

announced in October 2011 at Nokia World 2011 event. At the Consumer Electronics Show in 2012 

Nokia announced the Lumia 900, the first Windows Phones to support LTE.  The windows mobile 

platform integrates Microsoft products including Bing for search, Bing maps and others 

2.2.2.3.2 Technical updates  

Windows phone now has an interface based on a new design language called Metro which integrates 

the operating system with third party and other Microsoft services and also integrates with the 

hardware. The Metro design language consolidates groups of common tasks to speed up usage.  

 

Windows Phone 7.5 – (“Mango") Feb 2011 included features like a mobile version of Internet Explorer 9, 

Twitter integration for the People Hub and multi-tasking of third-party apps. The social integration 

(contacts) is based around "People hub". Tango is a smaller release announced at Mobile World 

Congress 2012. The Nokia Lumia 610 and ZTE Orbit mare the first phones to run the Tango update.  

Apollo is the codename for the next generation of Windows Phone (Q4 2012). List of features coming in 

Apollo, not yet confirmed by Microsoft (source Wikipedia), relevant to webinos include: Support for 

multi-cores, NFC support, Simplified porting of desktop apps to mobile, Deeper Skydrive integration, 

including ability to sync data such as music collections, App-to-app communication and integration, 

Skype client with deep OS hooks, preferential treatment to WiFi, automatic connection to carrier-owned 

hotspots, Proxy server will compress websites in Internet Explorer 10, support for proprietary, custom 

built apps to be deployed behind company firewalls 

 

CodePlex (http://codeplex.codeplex.com/) is Microsoft's open source project hosting web site which can 

be used to host open source projects. For hosting a project on CodePlex, the project should be licensed 

as per an open source licence. There are no other restrictions on technology. The open source project 

can be dependent on closed-source or proprietary software; however those dependencies cannot be 

hosted on CodePlex. Binaries can also be hosted but information on their dependencies should be 

included. The projects (http://www.windowsphonegeek.com/Resources/OpenSource#opensource) that 

leverage the codeplex platform include the PhoneGap platform  

2.2.2.3.3 Commercial updates 

About 1.7 million smartphones using a Microsoft mobile OS (which include older versions of Windows 

Phone) were sold worldwide in the second quarter of 2011 giving a 1.6% market share(Gartner). 

According to Nielsen, WP7 had a smart phone market share of 1% each in the periods March to May and 

May to July 2011.For Q3 2011, Nielsen reported a US market share of 1.2% for WP7 which rose to 1.4% 

in Q4 2011.These figures are relatively low as the platform is still in an early stage. After 16 months, the 
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windows phone has 70000 apps. (http://blog.inner-active.com/2012/03/after-16-months-windows-

phone-has-70k-apps-how-long-did-it-take-ios-and-android/) 

2.2.2.3.4 Conclusion 

Technical considerations for webinos 

There are many elements of the Windows Phone which are at odds with the webinos strategy, but also a 

significant number of elements that could help webinos.   

Commercial considerations for webinos 

The windows phone platform should be considered for many reasons despite some limitations because 

the ecosystem (e.g. telecom operators) will always favour a third value chain. 

2.2.2.4 iOS 

2.2.2.4.1 Introduction  

iOS is the operating system for Apple mobile phones and tablets. It has a leading role in today's mobile 

market. 

2.2.2.4.2 Technical updates 

In March 2012 a new version (5.1) of iOS has been released. The updates features have no impact on 

webinos. 

2.2.2.4.3  Commercial updates 

According to Gartner data (http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1924314), the Apple share of 

smartphone market was still growing in the fourth quarter of 2011. 

2.2.2.5 BADA 

2.2.2.5.1 Introduction 

Samsung Bada is a proprietary mobile application platform for mid-range and low-range smartphones. 

The company announced the platform on Nov. 10, 2009, and unveiled its first Bada-based product, the 

Wave S8500, at the Mobile World Congress, in February 2010. Samsung Bada is positioned as a mobile 

application platform for mid- to low-end touch-screen smartphones. The platform offers service-centric 

capabilities to applications, including content management, location-based services, social networking, 

and commerce services. Samsung is the only company selling devices based on the platform. 

2.2.2.5.2 Technical and Commercial Updates 

In February 2011, Samsung announced Bada 2.0. Bada 2.0 is expected to reach markets in second half of 

2011. Bada 2.0 introduces many API enhancements, including HTML5, full multitasking, Adobe Flash lite 

3, smart-wallpapers, text-to-speech, push notification, near-field communication, new security policies 

and protection functions, OpenAL, .support for multitasking and the WAC API. Samsun also host the 

international Bada application store, Samsung Apps. In March 2011, Samsung Apps had approximately 

13,000 applications, and had surpassed 100 million downloads. Samsung now reports a total of 40,000 

items in the store, including wallpapers and ringtones. The platform and the Samsung App store offer to 
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developers the possibility to sell their applications in a wide selection of global markets, based on the 

industry standard 30/70 revenue share model.   

2.2.2.5.3 Conclusion 

It has been suggested that BADA may be merged or incorporated with Tizen but this has not yet 

occurred so it remains to be seen how BADA and Tizen are supported by Samsung going forward. 

Currently the platform is proprietary and as such there is little value to webinos so no change to this 

priority from our original recommendation.    

2.2.2.6 Blackberry (RIM) 

2.2.2.6.1 Introduction  

Blackberry is the OS for RIM mobile phones. 

2.2.2.6.2 Technical updates 

In recent months there have been no technical changes relevant for webinos. 

2.2.2.6.3 Commercial updates 

According to Gartner data of 4Q2011 (http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1924314), Blackberry is 

losing shares of the smartphone market. This decline has continued in the first quarter of 2012. 

On 29th March 2012, RIM announced its earnings for its fiscal fourth quarter of 2012 which showed a 

loss of  $125 million before adjustments on revenue of $4.2 billion, revenue  down 19 percent from the 

third quarter. Additionally BlackBerry smartphone shipments aren't doing so well either: in Q4, RIM 

shipped 11.1 million, down 21 percent from Q3.  Resulting from these negative indicators there was 

some speculation that RIM would leave the mobile consumer devices market but RIM refuted these 

claims strongly, stating they would continue to go after targeted consumer segments.  Webinos will 

continue to monitor this space to see what the eventual outcome for Blackberry and RIM is. 

2.2.2.7 Linux (RAW) 

2.2.2.7.1 Introduction  

Linux is an open operating system that offers rich functionality and scalability to handset developers and 

manufactures. It is evolving into a major standard for mobile device operating systems as handset 

manufacturers are discovering that traditional proprietary platforms no longer provide the flexibility 

they require to differentiate themselves, and are too costly and difficult to extend to provide the 

innovative services required by mobile operators.  Linux was selected as the core technology for the 

LiMo (Linux Mobile) Foundation Platform. The LiMo Foundation is an organization aiming to establish a 

globally competitive, Linux-based mobile operating system for smartphone mobile devices. 

2.2.2.7.2 Technical and Commercial Updates 

On 27th September 2011, the LiMo Foundation announced a new open source project, Tizen, to develop 

a Linux-based device software platform. Therefore all further analysis of Linux (RAW) for webinos will be 

analysed and reported in the Tizen section of this Report. 
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2.2.2.8 MeeGo 

2.2.2.8.1 Introduction  

MeeGo is a merge of two open source projects Maemo (based on Debian GNU Linux) and of Moblin 

(based on Red Hat's Fedora Linux) and is supported by Intel and Nokia. 

 

From the MeeGo web site https://meego.com/about 

“The MeeGo project provides a Linux-based, open source software platform for the next generation of 

computing devices. The MeeGo software platform is designed to give developers the broadest range of 

device segments to target for their applications, including netbooks, handheld computing and 

communications devices, in-vehicle infotainment devices, smart TVs, tablets and more – all using a 

uniform set of APIs based on Qt. “ 

2.2.2.8.2 Update 

The MeeGo project has been cancelled. A new version (1.3) had been announced for October 2011, but 

never been released. In September 2011 it was announced that development on MeeGo had stopped 

and that MeeGo would be replaced by Tizen. Tizen is based on the LiMo platform and while 

incorporating various MeeGo functions, is not a direct successor of MeeGo. 

 

While MeeGo cancelled specifically in favour of Tizen, two other projects have announce that they will 

continue work on the basis of MeeGo, namely the (Open Source) Mer project and the (Nokia internal) 

Meltemi project. More information will be provided on both of these projects when both platforms 

become available. 

 

More detailed information about the development of MeeGo can be found in the "Mobile/tablet" 

section of this deliverable. 

2.2.2.9 Tizen (formerly Meego) 

2.2.2.9.1 Introduction 

Tizen is the successor platform of MeeGo and the Samsung Linux platform, MeeGo was reviewed as part 

of the first landscape analysis deliverable.  MeeGo combined Intel’s Moblin project and Nokia's Maemo 

project but Nokia no longer actively supports MeeGo since its decision to partner with Microsoft to 

produce Windows Phones.  However, Intel continued to support MeeGo and have now partnered with 

Samsung to bring us Tizen. The reason for this change is because Intel believe that the focus needs to be 

much more on HTML5-based applications and the best way to enable this was to start a new project 

which incorporates parts of MeeGo but primarily focuses on HTML5. 
MeeGo is still active as part of the Genivi software stack, Genivi being the in-car In-Vehicle Infotainment 

(IVI) open-source development platform, supported by various Car OEMs such as BMW, GM, Honda, 

Nissan, Jaguar, Renault and Peugeot Citroen. 
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2.2.2.9.2 Update 

On 27th September 2011, Intel and Samsung announced the birth of a new mobile platform called Tizen. 

Tizen is a successor of the Samsung Linux Platform, a reference platform of the LiMo operator 

consortium, with some components taken from the MeeGo stack.  Like MeeGo, Tizen will support 

multiple device categories, such as smartphones, tablets, smart TVs, netbooks, and in-vehicle 

infotainment devices. 
In January 2012 the Tizen Association was launched. The Tizen Association is led by a Board of Directors 

which directs the industry role of Tizen, including gathering of requirements, identification and 

facilitation of service models, and overall industry marketing and education. The Tizen Association works 

closely with the Linux Foundation which runs the Tizen open source project, with a focus on platform 

development and delivery. 
As of January 2012, The Tizen Association includes Huawei, Intel, NEC Casio, NTT DOCOMO, Orange, 

Panasonic, Samsung, SK Telecom, Telefonica and Vodafone. The Tizen Association is a non-profit trade 

association comprising Bylaws, IPR Policy, Antitrust Guidelines and Terms of Membership. The 

membership fee to join the Association is $220,000USD per annum. Tizen Association will also introduce 

a partner program in Q1 2012 which will enable additional stakeholders to provide input and take part 

in market development activities associated with Tizen. 

 
Positioning 
Tizen will be targeting HTML5 and WAC environments. WAC stands for Wholesale Applications 

Community, a set of APIs for building and delivering rich HTML5 applications, based on APIs from JIL 

(Joint Innovation Labs) and BONDI (a platform specified by the now-defunct Open Mobile Terminal 

Platform, OMTP).  Currently there is no Developer Ecosystem but it is intended that the partner program 

will manage this. 

Licensing & Governance 
There is minimal information available regarding the governance of the Tizen Project to the extent that 

whilst source code is available under an Apache License (a permissive Open Source License) and other 

open source licenses that are inherited from MeeGo/Maemo. 
As of 27th February 2012 the Tizen beta source code and SDK are available including SDK support for 

Windows, in addition to Ubuntu. The Tizen Web UI framework extends jQuery Mobile to make 

developing web applications easier with optimized widgets and the Tizen Web API provides more 

features such as an alarm, accessing media contents and retrieving system information. Note that this 

Beta release is a preview and not yet designed for use to create production applications. Tizen are 

targeting final release for the second quarter of 2012. 
There are some developer support mechanisms via mailing lists, but no bug-tracking databases/tools. 

Developer documentation is very minimal at this point in time. Additionally there is no public roadmap 

of Tizen. Project transparency is also minimal. There is a Technical Steering Group but TSG meetings and 

minutes are not publicly available at this point in time.  It is advised that anyone can contribute code via 

submitting patches, filing bugs, documenting feature requests, developing applications etc. but 

membership in most project teams i.e. Release Engineering, QA, Program Management, etc. is invite-
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only and will mainly be open to people at companies who are building products based on Tizen.  These 

companies are those that makeup the Tizen Association. However it is also advised that Community 

Office, Localization, and some Middleware development teams will be open to participation on a merit 

basis, but what this really means is not currently known. 
Therefore there is no open contribution or acceptance process. The ability to become a committer is 

limited to those persons from organisations that are already members of the Tizen association. It is 

unclear what contribution license is required but we know that the contribution license signed up to the 

Tizen Association members is a pretty long, complex license with provisions around patents, etc. 

 
Technology Analysis 
Tizen provides a standards-based software platform for multiple device categories. The current software 

is targeted towards smartphones and tablet devices - additional device targets will be defined soon. The 

software platform supports web applications. The Tizen Web API reference provides a comprehensive 

description for Web application development. 
The figure below illustrates the Tizen architecture for smartphone and tablet devices.  

 

It consists of three layers: application, core, and kernel. Tizen supports Web applications. Tizen Web 

applications are intended to be just like native applications. The Core layer consists of Tizen API and 

Tizen Core Service. Tizen Web applications can be developed using the Tizen Web API. The Tizen Web 

API is a collection of W3C (HTML5 and more), Khronos WebGL, and newly defined device APIs. The 

Application Framework provides application management, including launching other applications using 

the package name, URI, or MIME type. The Application Framework also notifies applications of common 

events, such as low memory events, low battery, changes in screen orientation, and push notification. 

Tizen Base contains Linux base essential system libraries that provide features, such as database 

support, internationalization, and XML parsing. Connectivity consists of all network- and connectivity-

related functionalities, such as 3G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, HTTP, and NFC (Near Field Communication).  Data 

network is based on ConnMan (Connection Manager), which provides 3G and Wi-Fi based network 

connection management. Graphics and UI consist of the system graphic and UI stacks, which includes 

EFL (Enlightenment Foundation Libraries), an X11-based window management system, input methods, 
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and OpenGL ES.EFL Location provides location based services (LBS), including position information, 

geocoding, satellite information, and GPS status. It is based on GeoClue, which delivers location 

information from various positioning sources such as GPS, WPS (Wi-Fi Positioning System), Cell ID, and 

sensors. Messaging consists of SMS, MMS, Email, and IM. Multimedia is based on GStreamer. It provides 

support for media, including video, audio, imaging, and VoIP. It also provides media content 

management for managing media file metadata information. PIM enables managing user data on the 

device, including managing calendar, contacts, tasks, and retrieving data about the device context (such 

as device position, cable status). Security is responsible for security deployment across the system. It 

consists of platform security enablers, such as access control, certificate management, and secure 

application distribution. System consists of system and device management features and telephony 

consists of cellular functionalities communicating with the modem.  

Web provides a complete implementation of the Tizen Web API optimized for low power devices. It 

includes WebKit.It also provides web runtimes for web applications. The kernel layer includes the Linux 

Kernel and device drivers.  

2.2.2.9.3 Conclusion 

So far only Huawei has stated that they will build devices using Tizen and even then there are no further 

specifics regarding timing.  Additionally Tizen has inherited the LiMo consortium processes and policy 

which are relatively bureaucratic and potentially very slow moving.   

However Tizen takes open-source technologies and combines it with a web technology-based 

application development system that makes the barrier to entry for those interested in developing or 

tinkering with applications even lower. It is easily, and without question, dwarfed by the app stores of 

both Apple iOS and Android the two giant mobile OS vendors before it is even released, but that should 

not preclude it from a certain amount of success if Samsung plays its cards right. Samsung could likely 

integrate Tizen into low- to mid-range smartphones without needing a large repository of applications. 

Additionally it is reported that applications running on  both Samsung’s Android devices and Samsung's 

own Bada SDK will be supported on Tizen through an application compatibility layer (ACL) which works 

along similar lines to the Android app player on BlackBerry's Playbook. Open Mobile, which is 

responsible for the ACL, claims it'll have 100 percent compatibility with Google's back catalogue and be 

just as responsive but we will need to wait to see if these claims are -+substantiated. 

Webinos should target Tizen and increase activity to support webinos activities around Tizen. However 

given that there are no devices in the market this support needs to be tempered until such time that 

there are real devices in the marketplace.  It is important to note that Tizen is a full OS and that there is 

an aligned interest with webinos in supporting W3C (HTML5 and more) APIs and activities.   
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2.2.2.10 Open webOS (formerly webOS) 

2.2.2.10.1 Introduction 

Palm/HP is making smartphone devices running webOS operating system. The OS provides all the 

necessary middleware and build-in applications, including a web browser capable of rendering full web 

pages. In August 2011 HP announced that it would discontinue operations for webOS devices, 

specifically the TouchPad and webOS phones. HP positions Open webOS as an ‘open, single integrated 

stack... designed from the from the ground up to be mobile, cloud-connected, and scalable’ . We 

understand that Meg Whitman, CEO of HP, has stated that HP may use the platform to power tablets, 

although they have also indicated that there will be a Windows 8 based table in 2012 and that they will 

‘bet heavily with Windows’ 

2.2.2.10.2 Updates 

Open webOS, as distinct from HP webOS (the closed version of the platform) was announced in 

December 2012 when HP announced that it would ‘contribute the webOS software to the open source 

community’. However HP will continue to support Open webOS from a development, engineering and 

resources perspective. We understand that there were 500 employees working on HP WebOS and that 

this number was reduced to 250 in February 2012, but the employees no longer working on webOSse 

250 had primarily been working on hardware and not the actual software platform itself.  Additionally 

we are advised by HP that there are circa 1500 active developers working on Open webOS as at March 

2012. 

HP defined a set of Open webOS operating principles, namely: 

 The goal of the project is to accelerate the open development of the webOS platform 

 HP will be an active participant and investor in the project 

 Good, transparent and inclusive governance will avoid fragmentation 

 Software will be provided as a pure open source project 
 

Open webOS includes several projects: Enyo (a JavaScript framework), WebKit/Isis, the Linux Standard 

Kernel, and the webOS System Manager. 

 

Ecosystem and Adoption 
There is still a proprietary stream of webOS although we understand from HP that this will be migrated 

to the open source version by June 2012.  There is an active developer program whereby developers can 

sign up to a community account, an open source account and a full account – the full account is 

intended for the proprietary stream and this will be phased out by 2012 also.  

Technology Analysis 
Open webOS includes several projects: Enyo (a JavaScript framework), WebKit/Isis, the Linux Standard 

Kernel, and the webOS System Manager. As of March 2012 HP has made Enyo, WebKit/Isis and the Linux 

Standard Kernel available as open source. HP intend to make the webOS System Manager available in 

June 2012. 
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Enyo is provided in various modular packages: 

 enyo - This is Enyo core and provides the encapsulation and inheritance engine, event dispatching 
system, and a base UI library that can be built upon for creating custom UI widget sets. It also 
includes an API viewer and minifying build scripts. (Required) 

 lib - All optional Enyo libraries should be placed in a folder called lib located in the same directory as 
the Enyo core. This allows libraries to be referenced using a special $lib variable when 
calling enyo.depends(). 

o onyx - The initial cross-platform UI set with styling based on the user interface that shipped 
on the Touchpad. It is still a subset of the widgets available in Enyo 1, but we will continue 
to expand this set as we tackle more and more of the implementation challenges 
surrounding cross-platform user interface design. 

o layout - The initial set of cross- platform components used for laying out UI elements, such 
as fittable rows and columns that cover common use cases for app layout. This package will 
also be expanded as we continue to expand the library. 

o canvas A package with components for building HTML5 canvas-based applications. 
o extra - A set of common utility controls used by various sample apps. 

In January 2012, HP released Enyo 2.0 as open source software. Enyo 2.0 works with many of the most 
popular web browsers, including Chrome, IE 9, Firefox, and Safari. While 2.0 does not yet include any UI 
widgets, the core will support a wide variety of libraries and add-ons. A UI widget set for 2.0 will be 
released in the near future. 

In February 2012, HP released extensions to QtWebKit, Isis (web browser), JavaScript core and UI Enyo 
widgets. The new Isis webOS browser has a fast render pipeline and JavaScript execution profile, which 
is critical to Enyo and other web technologies. It is extensively supportive of HTML5 and CSS3. 
Standards-compliance is important to developers because they can use technologies like Enyo to 
develop cross-platform web applications that already work well on webOS. They are also providing 
enhanced support for legacy products like Adobe Flash and other Netscape Plug-in API (NPAPI) plugins 
to allow them to run in non-X11 environments.  

HP have also announced that in March 2012 they will be expanding the QtWebKit framework to 
incorporate OpenAL Soft (a 3D audio API), the OpenGL ES and WebGL graphics libraries, and GStreamer 
for handling streaming media. Additionally they will be integrating open with the Linux Standard Kernel, 
version 3.3 and will provide a hardware abstraction layer, called “Nyx”, which will give access to layers 
not available through the standard driver set. 

Open Web OS Governance Model 

In February, HP announced an outline of the webOS governance model. They have based this model 

on Apache, a prominent open source leader. Key Principles are as follows: 
 Open webOS will be made available under the Apache license, Version 2.0. 

 Open webOS will use the contributor committal model in use on most open source projects. 

 Open webOS will be segmented into multiple projects to give developers ample opportunity to 

join and remain active in the development effort. 

 The Open webOS project website will host a wiki, a source code repository, a mailing list, and a 

bug tracking system. 

https://github.com/enyojs/enyo
https://github.com/enyojs/onyx
https://github.com/enyojs/layout
https://github.com/enyojs/canvas
https://github.com/enyojs/extra
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 Open webOS will use Github or an equivalent tool to as the code repository. 

 Open webOS will use JIRA or an equivalent tool to track issues. 

 They will allow multiple committers to branch and merge code in the open to allow multiple 

development branches to occur at once. 

  

As noted above, Open webOS includes several projects: Enyo (a JavaScript 

framework), WebKit/Isis, the Linux Standard Kernel, and the webOS System Manager. Each project 

has a Project Management Committee (PMC), comprised of committers elected within the project’s 

community to provide oversight for the project. The PMC also decides on the project’s release 

strategy and is responsible for releasing distributions into the community. PMC members are 

expected to act individually, making decisions in the best interests of the project, when acting on 

PMC or development lists. Each PMC is responsible for ensuring their project follows certain core 

requirements set by the board or other corporate officers of Open webOS. Examples include 

following legal, branding, and infrastructure related requirements, and ensuring their community 

operates in a manner similar to that outlined by the Apache Way. PMC members nominate new 

contributors to the project as committers, and PMC members cast votes on electing new 

committers to the project. PMC members also have binding votes on any project matters. 

 

Contributions 

In the beginning, all committers (distinct from public users and contributors) will come from HP. 

The PMCs will use a system of meritocracy as a guide for adding contributors as the project 

progresses.  

All committers report to the PMC of the component they represent. The PMC uses a consensus-

based decision making process to determine whether or not to take a contribution from the 

community and commit it to the code tree. 

Meritocracy criteria include: 
 Community involvement, Consensus decision-making, Open and transparent communications 

and Responsible oversight with deference to the community 

2.2.2.10.3 Conclusion 

Currently there is no OEM support for Open webOS and as such it is uncertain as to what devices will 

run Open webOS.  Until there is more traction in this space we will most likely not commit resources to 

Open webOS.  However we will continue to monitor progress. 

2.2.2.11 Ubuntu Unity 

2.2.2.11.1 Introduction 

Ubuntu Unity is a shell interface for the GNOME desktop environment launched in June 2010 by 

Canonical, Ltd. for its Ubuntu operating system and especially designed for netbooks and related touch-

based devices, but also used on the desktop. Unity is not a full desktop environment in itself and is 

designed to be used with existing GTK+ programs. 

2.2.2.11.2 Updates 

Technical updates 

http://enyojs.com/
http://isis-project.org/
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It has created a new interface for TVs and large screens devices and there is a shared-screen experience 

with iOS, Android and Ubuntu devices. 

Commercial updates 

LTS version (12.04) will be released on April 2012.  Source code is already available. 

2.2.2.11.3 Conclusion 

 Technical considerations for webinos 

The contributor agreement gives Canonical copyright ownership over contributions and allows 

Canonical to make the contribution available to the public under arbitrary license terms. 

If performances would satisfy our needs, the approach of the ubuntu, hence Linux, platform on TVs 

would be very straightforward for our development process. In fact, this new entry in the group of the 

ubuntu proposals needs to be taken into account. 

In conjunction with the action of evaluating performances and Ubuntu environment on mobiles and 

tablets, this would probably lead to unify the development process.  

Commercial considerations for webinos 

Adding some points the SWOT analysis we did about strengths and weaknesses. 

Strengths 

1. Being the default desktop shell for Ubuntu, both on desktops and tablets/netbooks, Unity is getting 

shipped to a large number of users worldwide with regards to its young age. This kind of early 

feedback is likely to reduce the possibility of having fundamental design mistakes and of having 

subtle bugs lying around for significant amounts of time. 

2. The code base is relatively small, given the number of active developers, and relies heavily on the 

very mature GNOME platform, hence keeping flexibility without sacrificing feature support. 

3. It is backed by a large and active development team led by Canonical, which is investing significantly 

on the development of this technology.  

4. It does not require, at least now, any special effort for applications to work with it. 

5. It is very appealing to have large screen support in one desktop environment. 

6. Apps market is expanding very fast and it's becoming a plus for this environment. 

Weaknesses 

1. Unity is still not very mature. 

2. It hasn't been widely accepted my open source community and Linux users that prefer to fall back to 

some old gnome environment. 

2.2.2.12 Qualcomm Brew 

2.2.2.12.1 Introduction 

Brew platform consists of application runtime and an end-to-end software distribution system enabling 

developers and mobile operators deploy and monetize applications to Brew-enabled handsets. Brew 
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stands for Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless. The platform is developed and entirely owned by 

Qualcomm, including the services platform, content download infrastructure, content provisioning and 

content partnerships. The original Brew platform was introduced in the market in September 2001 and 

was deployed mainly by mobile operators in US CDMA markets.  

2.2.2.12.2 Conclusion  

As of today, Brew remains a fully proprietary closed mobile development platform. Furthermore Brew 

remains as a high-barrier-to-entry platform for developers due to high costs and complex certification 

programs and as such has a limited developer ecosystem. Finally Brew is mobile-only with no 

announced plans for expansion to other domains such as TV, car or PC. For the aforementioned reasons, 

we believe that Brew is still by definition unsuitable for consideration as a webinos platform there is no 

commercial or strategic threat or touch point between Brew and webinos. 

2.2.3 Home media   

2.2.3.1 AndroidGoogleTV 

2.2.3.1.1 Introduction 

Google TV is a Smart TV platform used as a framework by several manufacturers (Intel, Sony, Logitech) 

and TV providers (DISH Network). 

The main difference between Android and Google TV is that live TV is only available on Google TV. 

Other important differences are that a Google TV devices doesn't provide their own displays, the UI 

controls are different and the number of features differences.  

2.2.3.1.2  Technical updates 

Google released in February 2012 an update for YouTube (Google TV), aiming to make it easier to 

navigate the video service on its connected sets  see 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/google-updates-youtube-for-google-

tv/2012/02/13/gIQACp7jAR_story.html  

2.2.3.1.3  Commercial updates 

Google TV will be launched in Europe likely in September 2012. This news comes from the marketing 

director of Sony France. Since Logitech planns to stop its production due to the low success of its 

GoogleTV product called "Revue", the main producers of GoogleTV set-top-box remain LG, Samsung, 

Vizio and Sony. Lenovo presented at CES 2012 a smart TV that runs Android 4.0 but not GoogleTV 

software – see http://venturebeat.com/2012/01/08/lenovo-announces-worlds-first-android-4-0-tv-but-

its-no-google-tv/  

2.2.3.2 Mediaroom 

2.2.3.2.1 Introduction  

Microsoft Mediaroom is a complete end-to-end solution for IPTV in managed Telco and Cableco 

environments and the latest update of the Microsoft TV IPTV Edition platform software, intended for 
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use in a set-top box to access on-demand as well as live television programming on a Microsoft IPTV 

network. It was launched in early 2006 and is a product of Microsoft TV, which is a division within the 

Microsoft Corporation.  

Development of applications is only possible with the Microsoft Mediaroom Presentation Framework 

(MPF). This Framework enables developers to build connected TV applications that extend the 

Mediaroom TV experience. Service providers and third party partners can build client-side applications 

using Web services to incorporate streaming Web video, RSS feeds, and other elements. This content 

can be blended with the existing core user interface as well as broadcast, on-demand, or digitally 

recorded video streams. Service providers and third party developers can create applications that 

integrate with the underlying content and interface, or they can create applications that overlay or 

replace video. MPF applications can run on the servers where the pertinent data and content resides, or 

they can make remote calls to external servers to deliver content to viewers. MPF applications can mash 

up data from Mediaroom clients and servers, the Internet, and private data sources. 

2.2.3.2.2 Technical updates  

Since the release of the original deliverable there was no technical update of Microsoft Mediaroom. 

2.2.3.2.3 Commercial updates 

Since the release of the original deliverable there was no commercial update of Microsoft Mediaroom. 

Microsoft announced that they will do the following updates in 2012:  

* Refresh the User Experience with a next generation multiscreen User Experience 

* Enable Live Content via OTT 

* Enable 3 Screens use cases 

For 2013 Microsoft announced: 

* Launch of Mediaroom 3.0 Set Top Box (currently version 2) 

* 3D, 1080p support, Wi-Fi, DLNA 

* HTML5 app models & tools 

It can be expected that the HTML5 support for Mediaroom will be fairly limited. As Mediaroom uses its 

own coding language in XAML style it is not be expected that Microsoft will completely change their 

rendering engine. 

2.2.3.2.4 Conclusion 

Microsoft Mediaroom is still a closed proprietary platform and it is not expected that Microsoft will 

open this platform to integrate components as webinos will provide. 

2.2.3.3 MythTV 

2.2.3.3.1 Introduction  

MythTV is an application platform for that started out as an Source digital video recorder (DVR) software 

and was expanded to allow network streaming. Due to its ability to support plug-ins, it served as a 
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convenient base to run a number of additional services, such as a browser, a photo gallery, a game 

console emulator or a weather forecast presenter. 

2.2.3.3.2 Updates 

As MythTV is an Open Source project with no clear governance and a set of plug-ins developed by 

separate developers, there is no clear direction or roadmap to MythTV, so changes happen mostly on an 

ad-hoc basis. 

 

The current version of MythTV is 0.25. 

The list of main technical changes since the original document is: 

 

* MythVideo is now part of core MythTV and no longer a seperate plugin 

* MythMusic has been significantly revamped and updated to MythUI 

* Significantly enhanced and integrated metadata lookup capabilities for videos and recordings 

* Integrate and leverage internal player in MythNetvision when possible 

* Removed XvMC Support 

* Removed libmpeg2 support for video playback 

* Deprecation/Replacement of MythXML (in favor of new Services API) 

* Re-write of logging system  

* Removed jamu - superseded by MythMetadataLookup  

* MythTV Services API  

* Capable MythNetvision sources can now be controlled via remote(lirc) 

* HTTP Live Streaming Capabilities - ability to expose recordings and videos via the services API 

* VAAPI support 

* CEC Capabilities - 2-way communication/control capabilities between MythTV and capable devices 

* 3D support - for Side-by-Side and Top-and-Bottom 3D 

* IPv6 support - for mythbackend and mythfrontend (see Enable IPv6) 

* HTTP control and query capabilities for MythFrontend (Currently a Proof of Concept) 

* AirTunes/AirPlay support for streaming audio and video from iOS devices to MythFrontend 

* E-AC3, TrueHD, and DTS-HD digital pass-through support 

* Hardware Profiler - helps developers understand the user's hardware landscape and statistics (opt-in) 

* Initial animation support for MythUI 

* MythMessage - a user messaging interface (replacement for mythtvosd) 

* DirectX Video Acceleration 2 (DXVA2) on Windows (alpha support) 

2.2.3.3.3 Conclusion 

MythTV remains popular as a 'homebrew' system for enthusiasts, but still fails to attract relevance in the 

market place. It is likely to lose significance in the near future due to difficulties with handling encrypted 

HD content on an Open Source system (MythTV was originally conceived to handle unencrypted analog 

video broadcasts). 
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2.2.3.4 Meego 

Please see MeeGo under Mobile/Tablet section. 

2.2.3.5 Phillips NetTV 

2.2.3.5.1 Introduction  

Net TV was launched by Philips in 2009. It as an implementation of a subset of CE-HTML and is available 

on selected Philips Blu-Ray players and iDTVs. Services and apps are adapted to TV devices and can be 

launched via a portal page (restricted to Philips partners). However, it is possible to address Web sites 

directly. 

2.2.3.5.2 Updates 

Feature Updates 

While the available services and user interface of the portal haven't changed significantly since the 

original deliverable(except for a visual make-over with more 'modern' graphics), except for providing 

some 'pay-per-view' services. (Though the actual accounting is handled outside of the NetTV platform 

with the individual service providers.) 

 

Outside the TV itself, applications are now available using the 'jointspace' interface to interact with the 

TV and control it remotely - most notable the "Philips MyRemote" app, which allows the use of a 

smartphone or tablet as a remote control and for EPG presentation, but can also can be used to push 

images from the phone to the TV screen. 

 

Technical updates 

Since the last webinos landscape report, the functionality of jointspace 

(http://jointspace.sourceforge.net/) has been enhanced with these features: 

 

* Channels list download and channel selection 

* Sources list download and source selection 

* Audio parameters control 

* Ambilight control 

* Read out system parameters 

* Send basic RC commands 

 

2.2.3.6 CE-HTML 

2.2.3.6.1 Introduction  

CE-HTML (Consumer Electronics HyperText Markup Language) is the XHTML profile and major part of 

the "Web-based Protocol and Framework for Remote User Interface on UPnP™ Networks and the 

Internet (Web4CE)" specification (CEA-2014). CEA-2014 defines the necessary mechanisms to allow an 

user interface to be remotely displayed on and controlled by devices or control points other than the 
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one hosting the logic. The basic device operations are based on the UPnP Device Architecture for UPnP 

networks and UPnP devices in the home. 

The latest revision CEA-2014-B was published in September 2010, with extended functionality in 

comparison to the predecessor CEA-2014-A. 

 

2.2.3.6.2 Updates 

No new version of CE-HTML has been released since the September 2010 revision. While some activity 

related to CE-HTML exists within the CEA Standards group, this is mostly concerned with providing a test 

tool. There is no current activity on reviewing, updating or enhancing the standard. 

2.2.3.7 Samsung TV 

2.2.3.7.1 Introduction  

Samsung TV devices have been capable of consuming internet content in the last few years. Over the 

years, Samsung provided different platforms for this purpose. Since 2011 Samsung installed the Smart 

Hub on every new TV and BlueRay device, which can provide advanced internet services. The Smart Hub 

is a new platform, which is not compatible to the platforms from previous years. 

 

A quote from the Samsung Smart TV SDK: “Samsung Smart TV is a web-based application running on an 

application engine installed on digital TVs connected to the Internet. Using the Samsung Smart TV 

service, users can extend the functions of their TV with web functions. Users can download and install 

Smart TV Applications to their TVs from Samsung Apps, or even develop their own applications. Smart 

TV applications are special web pages that are implemented on a web browser and run on a TV screen. 

Applications provide content related to videos, sports, games, information, and much more.” 

 

The operating system is Linux version 2.6. It is not possible to extend the OS. Thus, no webinos platform 

can be integrated on the TV devices. 

2.2.3.7.2 Technical updates  

The rendering engine of the applications is handled with the Webkit-based Samsung proprietary Maple 

browser. 

 

Samsung offers a good API to develop TV applications. A developer can use 

 

* HTML5 

* CSS 3 

* JavaScript 

* JSON 

* Flash 

* Air 

* Various Streaming mechanisms  
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to develop an widget application. Samsung has published a new SDK (version 3.1.0) in March 2012 and 

provided new specifications and features of the TV sets which will be sold in 2012. The main new 

features are DOM 3, Flash 10.1, RTP/RTSP and Widevine LS support.  

2.2.3.7.3  Commercial updates 

Samsung has announced voice recognition and gesture control for 2012 devices. The new TV devices 

include a built-in camera. 

2.2.3.7.4 Conclusion 

Samsung TV has a good platform to develop TV applications with web technologies. The platform is very 

stable and has a lot of features. The web rendering technologies are comparable to desktop browsers 

but it is still not possible to get access to the OS as a developer. Thus, no webinos components can be 

integrated on Samsung TV devices. 

2.2.3.8 HbbTV 

2.2.3.8.1 Introduction  

The HbbTV standard provides a specification for the realization of an end-to-end solution for browser-

based Red Button applications and consists of building blocks coming from the Digital Video 

Broadcasting group (DVB) for Red Button signalling , the W3C for HTML 4.01, the Consumer Electronics 

Association (CEA) defining CE-HTML and the Open IPTV Forum’s Declarative Application Environment 

(DAE). Altogether the HbbTV specification has been labelled an official ETSI standard, namely ETSI TS 

102 796. 

2.2.3.8.2 Technical updates  

No technical updates since the first landscape deliverable has been released. The technical limitations 

still remain. A TV broadcast system is necessary to provide HbbTV applications to end users. 

2.2.3.8.3 Commercial updates 

An errata of the TS 102 796 document is due to release in late 2012, fixing errors in the spec that people 

have reported, removing ambiguities, inconsistencies, obstacles to implementation and adding some 

implementation examples. Furthermore, solutions for HbbTV applications in scrambled broadcast 

channels, text entry, seeking in MPEG-2 transport streams will be added. 

 

The HbbTV 1.5 release is focused on requirements from the French HD Forum including specifications 

for: 

 HTTP adaptive streaming based on MPEG DASH 

 EPG support enhanced with access to DVB-SI EIT schedule 

 

Examples of possible features for HbbTV 2.0 are: 

 Second screen (possibly HTML5-based companion API) 

 Synchronizing streams delivered by broadcast and broadband 
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 Advanced graphics 

 Downloadable fonts 

 Better integration of DRM, also known as “DRM frameworks” 

 Push VOD via broadcast (incl. protected content) 

 Harmonization with UK DTG CTV 

 Selections from HTML 5 and other next generation web technologies 

 

Atos Worldline has released a Plug-in for Firefox, namely FireHbbTV, to simulate an HbbTV browser. This 

supports for HbbTV developers as it is the first free available developer tool. 

2.2.3.8.4 Conclusion 

The HbbTV platform is still not usable for webinos as the application distribution is controlled by 

broadcasters. 

2.2.3.9 XBMC 

2.2.3.9.1 Introduction  

XBMC is a Media Center application originally developed as Media Player for Microsoft Xbox Platform. 

Started in 2002 by two private programmers, the application grew bigger and became a whole Media 

Center called XBMC since 2010. It is now developed by a group of volunteer Open Source developers 

and managed by the non-profit organization XBMC Foundation. 

There are strong similarities to the MythTV project. Both projects started out as programs to fulfil a 

specific purpose on TVs and to provide a '10-foot user interface' for that purpose (in the case of MythTV 

a digital video recorder, in the case of XBMC a media player). Both are providing plug-in functionality, 

allowing third-party developers to provide additional functions and became popular in the Open Source 

community. Both projects have active communities supporting them, but are essentially seen as 

'homebrew' projects for enthusiasts and don't have a significant commercial standing. 

2.2.3.9.2 Updates 

As can be seen from the long list of changes in the latest versions ("Changes XBMC 10.0":http://ftp.uni-

muenster.de/pub/mirrors/ftp.df.lth.se/xbmc/releases/10.0-Dharma-changelog.txt ,"Changes XBMC 11.0 

beta":http://ftp.uni-muenster.de/pub/mirrors/ftp.df.lth.se/xbmc/releases/11.0-Eden_beta1-

changelog.txt), XBMC is still under active development. 

Many of the changes concern improvements of existing features.  More significant updates are: 

 The HTTP API is deprecated, XBMC now uses a JSON-RPC based API 

 It now supports Apple Airplay  

 A new add-on framework simplifies distribution and updating of XBMC add-ons  

 Gesture support for XBMC's GUI Engine  

 Support for Windows Touch API  
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2.2.3.10 Apple TV 

2.2.3.10.1 Introduction  

Apple TV is a digital media receiver designed to play digital content originating from the iTunes Store, 

Netflix, YouTube, Flickr or any Mac OS X or Windows computer running iTunes.  Apple launched the first 

version of Apple TV in March 2007 followed by the 2nd generation in September 2010 and the 3rd 

generation in March 2012. 

2.2.3.10.2  Technical updates  

Apple launched the 3rd generation of the AppleTV device in March 2012. However, the platform is still 

closed. There exists no possibility to develop independent applications for AppleTV devices. 

2.2.3.10.3 Commercial updates 

The 3rd generation of Apples media streaming set top box has now full HD support with 1080p 

resolution. Furthermore, the user interface has been updated for a better overview of the media 

content. 

2.2.3.10.4 Conclusion 

The AppleTV platform is still closed and proprietary. Apple doesn’t offer development possibilities or 

tools to develop AppleTV applications. Thus, AppleTV is still not relevant for webinos. 

2.2.4 Automotive  

2.2.4.1 Meego IVI (Genivi) 

2.2.4.1.1 Introduction 

Genivi is a non-profit industry alliance within the automotive domain. Their main focus is on creating an 

open-source development platform for in-vehicle infotainment systems (IVI).Besides automotive OEMs 

and first tier suppliers a wide range of OSV, Middleware, Hardware including Silicon and Service 

suppliers has joined the consortium. The alliance has 164 member companies and was established in 

2009. 

As part of their goal to drive the adoption of an open source platform for IVI-systems the Genivi alliance 

has launched a compliance program in August 2011. The Genivi Compliance Specification 1.0 was 

released in 2010. The specifications and the compliance programme are only accessible for Genivi 

members. The membership fee ranges from 5,000 to 100,000 $ annually. 

Genivi provides a reference implementation of their specification with is currently based MeeGo IVI. 

2.2.4.1.2 Updates 

As of May 2012 the Genivi Alliance has certified 9 linux systems to be compliant to their 1.0 

specification: 

 Canonical Ubuntu IVI Remix (Ubuntu Core) 

 KPIT Cummins 

 MeeGo IVI 1.2 

 Magnetti Marelli 'Linux Platform for Infotainment and Navigation' 
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 Mentor Embedded IVI Base Platform 

 MontaVista Automotive Technology Platform 

 NVIDIA's Virbrante 1.1 and Vibrante 2.0 

 Renesas Electronics Platform for IVI 

 Wind River Platform for Infotainment 
The listed platforms support a wide range of ARM and Intel chipsets. Intel is in the process of certifying 

their Tizen IVI system to be Genivi compliant. 

 

The Genivi is divided into different expert groups (EG) working dedicated topics. Most relevant for 

webinos is the Connectivity EG, as the groups is working on a browser framework and the connection to 

CE devices for Genivi. 

2.2.4.1.3 Conclusion 

Although Genivi is trying to establish an open source platform for IVI systems, it is hard to get involved 

for open source developers or gain general information about Genivi due to its gated community 

approach with the annual member fees. However, with 10 automotive OEMs Genivi has the chance to 

have a significant impact on the IVI landscape 

2.2.4.2 Android (Autolinq) 

2.2.4.2.1 Introduction  

AutoLinQ™ is an open, end-to-end vehicle connectivity platform announced by Continental Automotive. 

It's composed by 4 system elements called “Views” and provides vehicle owners with information that is 

relevant to their location. 

2.2.4.2.2 Technical updates 

In the latest months there weren't accessible technical updates relevant for webinos. 

2.2.4.2.3 Commercial updates 

Continental and Deutsche Telekom presented at CeBIT 2012 (6-10 March 2012) a prototype of 

AutoLinQ™ installed on a VW Passat CC. In the same days Continental announced that its AutoLinQ 

Application Store will be available soon. 

2.2.4.3 Microsoft Auto (Ford Sync Fiat Blue&Me) 

2.2.4.3.1 Introduction  

Windows Embedded Automotive (also previously known as Windows CE for Automotive, Windows 

Automotive, and Windows Mobile for Automotive, Microsoft Auto) is an embedded operating system 

based on Windows Embedded for use on computer systems in vehicles. Windows Embedded 

Automotive 7 is the most current release. The operating system is developed by Microsoft through the 

Microsoft Automotive Business Unit that formed in August 1995. The first automotive product built by 

Microsoft was marketed as AutoPC. Ford Sync and Fiat Blue&Me were based on Microsoft Auto, as well. 
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2.2.4.3.2 Technical updates 

 Windows Embedded Automotive 7 builds on the Microsoft Auto 4.1 and Windows Automotive 

5.5 delivering a large set of integrated and flexible middleware components 

 It provides an extensible UI framework, which enables seamless integration between designer, 

developer and reviewer 

 Components available are Internet Explorer and the latest support for multi core IA, ARM v7 and 

SH4 architectures 

 Deliver s rich, In-Car User Interfaces: HMI Differentiation with Silverlight for Windows 

Embedded Automotive 7  

 A rich set of middleware and services, including a Bluetooth wireless technology stack, with 

automotive relevant profiles, and phone, radio, and media modules. 

2.2.4.3.3  Commercial updates 

 Evaluation of operating systems and tools is free  

The Development tools and runtime licenses are sold through Microsoft Authorized Embedded 

Distributors that hasn’t changed over time. 

2.2.4.4 QNX (ConnectedDrive) 

2.2.4.4.1 Introduction 

QNX is a POSIX-conforming proprietary real-time operating system (RTOS) for embedded devices and is 

the foundation of a wide range of IVI-systems (including Audi, BMW, GM, Chrysler, Porsche, Hyundai). A 

pre-defined software stack for IVI-systems is provided under the name QNX car. Research In Motion 

(RIM) acquired QNX from Harman International, a first tier supplier in the automotive domain, in April 

2010. The source code for QNX was made publicly available in September 2007, but is not accessible 

under an open-source licence. 

2.2.4.4.2 Technical Updates 

At CES 2012 and MWC 2012 QNX presented their new in-car infotainment platform QNX Car 2, which 

can be customized for automotive OEMs. The QNX Car 2 platform includes a HTML 5 framework to build 

in-car applications.  The framework is based on WebKit and supports, besides CSS3 and JavaScript, the 

following features:  

 audio and video, 

 geo-location, 

 WebSockets, 

 offline applications (manifest),  

 session storage,  

 canvas 

 

QNX Car 2 is scheduled for mid-2012 release. 
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2.2.4.4.3 Commercial Updates 

The QNX Neutrino platform is still major force for operating systems inside the automotive domain. 

Since August 2011 QNX has announced two major deals for being used in upcoming in-car infotainment 

systems. These include platforms form MTA, which is a first tier supplier inside the automotive domain, 

and Toyota. MTA supplies the following companies with electronic and electromechanical components:  

Aprilia, Ducati, BMW Motorrad, Ferrari, Fiat, Fisker, GM, Lamborghini, Lotus, Maserati, PSA Peugeot 

Citröen, Saab, Tata, and Volkswagen.  

In February 2011 QNX announced 2 new partnerships with LS Research and Silex Technology to create 

wireless reference implementations (RIs) to be released in March 2012 (not yet available) and June 2012 

respectively.  We will continue to monitor the progress of these RIs as they are released. 

 

In April 2012 QNX announced that it had joined the Car Connectivity Consortium (CCC).  The Car 

Connectivity Consortium was founded in February 2011, the purpose of which is to drive industry 

collaboration in developing the MirrorLink standard for smartphone in-vehicle connectivity. The 

MirrorLink standard is intended to allow access to basic smartphone functions as you drive while 

limiting distractions. While you're parked, you'll have unrestricted access to your phone's interface, but 

non-critical features are disabled as you drive.  MirrorLink was demo’d by Nokia and Toyota at Nokia 

World in October 2011 but is not yet in full production mode.  QNX’s membership of the CCC will 

provide it with access to the MirrorLink specifications under development and the various MirrorLink 

work groups.  

 

QNX Software Systems prides itself on offering developers a software platform for car infotainment that 

supports a range of industry standards and initiatives, such as HTML5. As a Core member of the CCC, 

QNX Software Systems will have access to the MirrorLink specifications under development and the 

various MirrorLink work groups. Moreover, QNX Software Systems will be able to support future 

MirrorLink options in QNX-based systems, and help drive research and development for the standard. 

2.2.4.4.4 Conclusion 

QNX has been heavily used inside the automotive domain and is a proven base platform for ivi-systems. 

In the last decade QNX main focus has been on automotive products. RIM's acquisition of QNX appears 

to extend QNX's focus to other domains including tablets (such as Blackberry Playbook) and 

smartphones which are relevant for webinos as well. 

2.2.4.5 General Motors OnStar 

2.2.4.5.1  Introduction  

The OnStar, is a wholly owned subsidiary of General Motors. OnStar hardware is currently only 

manufactured by LG Electronics as of 2011, although early models were made by Hughes for Gen 1, 

Delphi, for Gen 2 and Motorola for Gen 4 to Gen 6. 

GM is currently deploying OnStar Generation 9 hardware that includes enhanced services and 

diagnostics and the ability to use the mobile application, RemoteLink, which allows a subscriber to 

perform many functions without the need for calling into the OnStar centre. 
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2.2.4.5.2 Technical updates 

On December 19, 2011, GM said OnStar would join with Verizon Wireless to offer video chat and 

streaming content to automobile passengers. Additonally, functions now include remote start, remote 

lock and unlock, flashing lights and horn as well as viewing up-to-date diagnostics data from the 

subscriber's iPhone or Android phone. 

2.2.4.5.3 Commercial updates 

In 2011 OnStar announced that it would start retaining all the information collected by the GPS and 

internal system, so that it could be sold to third parties. Although this data is supposed to be 

“anonymized”, it remains unclear exactly what they mean by this as it is difficult to anonymize GPS data. 

Recently, OnStar has changed its terms and conditions to allow sale of vehicle location and speeds to 

interested third parties such as law enforcement agencies, which has been criticized in the comp.risks 

forum (http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/26.58.html#subj3)  

2.2.5 Web rendering engines  

2.2.5.1 Mozilla 

2.2.5.1.1 Introduction  

The term Mozilla refers to the Mozilla Application Suite which is a cross-platform integrated Internet 

suite initially developed by Netscape Communications Corporation. From 1998 to 2003 it was managed 

by the Mozilla Organization and then by the Mozilla Foundation. In 2004 Mozilla Foundation moved the 

effort on the development of Firefox (a web browser) and Thunderbird (an e-mail and news client) 

leaving the Mozilla Application Suite at the last official version 1.7.13, released as free and open source 

software under three licenses: MPL, GNU GPL or GNU LGPL.  

 

For webinos, the most important among Mozilla Foundation's products is Firefox: a free and open 

source web browser which uses the Gecko layout engine to display web pages. The source code of 

Mozilla Firefox as all other Mozilla Foundation's products is tri-licensed under the Mozilla Public License, 

GNU GPL or GNU LGPL.  Mozilla announced Boot to Gecko and Open Web Devices in early 2012 and this 

is also of strong interest to webinos. Further information below.  

2.2.5.1.2 Technical updates  

Due the Mozilla’s new rapid release plan all information about latest version and tests need to be 

updated. With regard to updates, Mozilla plans to silently update future Firefox releases 

("link1":http://www.webmonkey.com/2011/10/mozilla-plans-to-silently-update-future-firefox-releases/ 

, "link2":http://blog.lizardwrangler.com/2011/10/03/rapid-release-follow-up/, 

"link3":http://blog.mozilla.com/futurereleases/2012/02/03/improving-the-firefox-update-experience/).  

In the first week of Jan 2012, the Mozilla Public License 2.0 was officially released 

("MPL2.0":https://mpl.mozilla.org/2012/01/03/announcing-mpl-2-0/) 

* Update statistics on "Market penetration" 
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2.2.5.1.3 Commercial updates 

In February 2012 at MWC, Mozilla announced a partnership with Telefonica and Qualcomm to create 

the first mobile Web handset as part of an Open Web Devices initiative. The phones are expected to 

have a price point similar to an entry-level feature phone and run on Mozilla’s Boot 2 Gecko (B2G) 

operating system, bringing core device APIs to the HTML5-based devices..The Open Web Devices 

program will be more than just Mozilla releasing the source code of platform. Mozilla is building its 

mobile operating system with open source tools and all references will be submitted to the W3C for 

standardization. Additionally, Mozilla and Deutsche Telekom announced that Deutsche Telekom’s 

Innovation Labs will join the Boot to Gecko project with dedicated development resources. HTML5 and 

JavaScript are preferred tools for Web developers. The problem is that HTML5 and JavaScript have 

limited access to device capabilities like calling, contacts, camera and messaging. Mozilla will bring those 

core functionalities to the browser (mobile Firefox) as writable applications. Mozilla is aiming its 

operating system at emerging markets. It intends to bring smartphone level capabilities to the world in 

feature phone price ranges. This will bring Open Web Devices in direct competition with low-end 

Android devices, Samsung feature phones and Bada-driven handsets and Nokia's Symbian series. 

 

Additionally, Mozilla announced the launch of the Mozilla Apps Marketplace. Developers can start 

submitting apps immediately and the Marketplace will be available to consumers later in 2012. 

Developers will need to agree to the Marketplace Developer Agreement in order to use the 

Marketplace. Developers who sell Apps via the Marketplace pay a 30% transaction fee to Mozilla (a 

common price point). 

 

The Mozilla Marketplace is intended to be a platform-agnostic app market. It will offer web apps that 

users can access from any HTML5-capable browser. The apps will also, presumably, run on the new 

HTML5-based open web phones that Mozilla has also announced at the Mobile World Congress 2012. 

 

It is expected the Mozilla Apps Marketplace will be available on the Open Web Devices. The Open Web 

Devices program can avoid fragmentation issues because the primary driver of the OS is the browser, 

not the device. Mobile HTML5 and JavaScript applications should be able to run well in any device as 

long as the browser supports specific aspects of those standards. A more pressing concern might be that 

of malware, something that is bred and native to the Web precisely because it 

is so open. The idea of the Mozilla Apps Marketplace is to create an app store model for HTML5 apps 

that can work on any HTML5 compatible device. It will be the first major mobile Web app store from a 

major player.  

 

A new identity system for the Web that puts users in control of their content, tying apps to the user and 

not the device or platform. The identity system frees users from device specific apps. Mobile Web apps 

will be available anywhere a browser is present. The Mozilla Marketplace is intended to enable 

developers to create and distribute applications that work across HTML5-enabled devices and operating 

systems. 
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The Mozilla Marketplace will be opening to the public later this year, with the launch of Firefox 13. 

Availability of Mozilla-based smartphones is not yet known 

 

The Licensing and Governance policies of Mozilla have not changed since we reviewed them for the 

original Landscape and IPR analysis. One major change that has occurred is that the MPL License has 

moved from v1.1 to v2.0. The main changes to the license are:- 

 

Simplification - Rather than exactly specifying the amount of time source code must be available, the 

source code must simply be made available when the executable is made available. License headers 

have been made shorter, and notification requirements have been simplified. 

The license is now compatible with the Apache license - anyone who complies with the terms of the 

MPL should also be compliant with the Apache license's terms. Similarly, by default, the license allows 

the code to be distributed alongside code licensed under the GPL or LGPL. In addition, patent 

protections have been brought more in line with what other licenses (such as Apache) use, while also 

allowing any member of a community to defend a contributor who has been sued for infringement. 

2.2.5.1.4 Conclusion 

HTML5 Web apps are going to become a significant section of the mobile ecosystem in 2012 and it is 

significant that B2G is a full OS in this regard. The difference between the mobile Web and its native 

counterparts is that there is no company seen as the de facto leader of the movement. Apple leads iOS, 

Google touts Android, Microsoft and Nokia push Windows Phone. What is clear is that Mozilla are very 

heavily driving their B2G Open Web Devices strategy and they are also leading the change to separate 

user information and data from the device via the use of user ids and making that users information 

available from anywhere that has internet/browser access. We expect that this increases Mozilla’s 

attractiveness to webinos as a partner to work with. 

2.2.5.2 Qt 

2.2.5.2.1 Introduction  

Qt is developed by an open source project.  The Qt Project, involves both individual developers as well 

as developers from Nokia, Digia, and other companies interested in the development of Qt. Nokia 

announced that it is going to drop Symbian technologies and base their future smartphones on the 

Microsoft platform instead in February 2011. Nokia then announced a month later the sale of Qt's 

commercial licensing and professional services to Digia PLC, although Nokia will remain the main 

development force behind the framework.  On May 9, it was announced on the Qt Labs website that the 

groundwork was being laid for the next major version of Qt, with the expectation that Qt 5 would be 

released in 2012.  

2.2.5.2.2 Technical updates 

Qt 4.8.0 has now been released.  QPA restructures the GUI stack to enable easier porting of Qt to 

different windowing systems and devices.  Threaded OpenGL support, HTTP requests are now handled 
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in a separate thread by default. Optimized file system access.  Qt released: Qt Creator 2.4.1 and Qt SDK 

1.2  

2.2.5.2.3 Commercial updates 

Qt is licensed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1. 

This version of Qt is appropriate for the development of Qt applications (proprietary or open source) 

provided you can comply with the terms and conditions contained in the GNU LGPL version 2.1.  

Additionally, an agreement with Digia, provides Qt under the terms of a commercial licensing 

agreement. This version of Qt is called Qt Commercial (Source: qt.digia.com.) Wind River and Digia 

Collaborate to Extend Qt Commercial Support for VxWorks 

2.2.5.3 Chromium 

2.2.5.3.1 Introduction  

The Chromium web browser is tightly interleaved with Google’s Chrome browser. The first version of 

the Chromium source code was released in September 2008; Chromium 1.0 was released later that year 

in December. Chromium is the open source project that results in releases of Google Chrome hence all 

Chromium releases are development releases. However other developers have released Chromium 

version using the source code of the project.   Chrome is based upon the WebKit source code base, 

which has been enhanced with the V8 JavaScript engine. Chrome is developed by Google and to all 

intents and purposes is controlled by Google. Chromium is the open source project hosting the code 

upon which the Chrome browser and Chrome operating system are based. The Chrome browser itself is 

available on PC, Mac and Linux. 

2.2.5.3.2 Updates 

In June 2011, Acer Inc and Samsung Electronics Co., commenced shipping of Chromebooks, which have 

a netbook operating system that is entirely centered on the browser.  Additionally Google has 

attempted to shore up support for Chromebooks by announcing  Google’s “Chromebooks for Education 

program”, the purpose of which is to provide schools with one Chromebook per student in order to 

improve access to and integrate the Internet into the education of students in grades K-12 in the USA . 

Since the program rolled out in 2011, we understand that hundreds of schools in 41 states across the 

U.S have integrated the Chromebooks into classrooms. Additionally, three new school districts in Iowa, 

Illinois, and South Carolina are beginning the 1-to-1 program, which will provide Chromebooks to 

upwards of 27,000 students. 

More successful yet is Google Chrome, the browser.  According to htmltest.com the Google Chrome 

browser rates highest with regard to supporting HTML5 apps (March 2012) 

 

Google Chrome 17.0 

Mozilla Firefox 11.0 

Opera 11.60 
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Apple Safari 5.1 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 9 

 

According to Web analytics company StatCounter, Google Chrome has surpassed Mozilla Firefox to 

become the second most used Web browser in the world after Internet Explorer as of December 2011, 

with 25.7 percent. Based on those numbers, both Firefox and IE (which has the top share) have been in 

seemingly strong declines, while Chrome has been growing steadily. Google Chrome is already the 

HTML5 leader in PC browsers. It currently is a distant second with 200 million users, but increasing 

rapidly in popularity. Google recently announced Chrome for Android, consolidating its control over web 

runtimes and providing a seamless experience across screens. Distribution, retailing and possibly 

monetization are covered by the Chrome Web Store, a marketplace for web apps. The Chrome Web 

Store was launched in December 2010 with several hundred apps. Google redesigned the web store in 

October 2011 and now that there are over 30,000 apps, themes and browser extensions. 

2.2.5.3.3 Conclusion 

Chromium targets PC platforms only, which make the platform currently suitable only for PC type 

webinos clients. Other platforms like mobile, tablets, cars and televisions are not supported by 

Chromium. 

The Chromium project is an active and well documented project that creates a modern, state-of-the-art 

browser for PC platforms. The development is primarily driven by Google's effort and it is unclear in 

what way other organizations are involved. 

The possibility of making extensions that can be called from within HTML pages, via so-called content 

scripts, make Chromium interesting as a base platform to build webinos upon, but further investigation 

of the possibilities is needed: http://code.google.com/chrome/extensions/content_scripts.html 

It remains unclear how the Chromium community structure works and if the project is open to work 

together with other projects like Webinos. 

 

Chromium's Strengths are that it is an active project 
that it performs well in compliance tests, and that is 
well documented. 

Chromium's Weaknesses are that the 
development process is opaque and that it is 
owned by a single company (Google). 

Webinos Opportunity is in extending a good 
browser with innovative webinos features which 
would make a great combination. 

The main Threat is that Google can unilaterally 
change the rules, possibly rendering webinos 
activity useless. 

2.3 Cross Platform Tools Analysis 

2.3.1 Background 

In February 2012 VisionMobile released the Cross-Platform Tools 2012 report which was supported by 

webinos.  This has been the industry-first report on the landscape of 100+ cross-platform developer 

tools.  
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The term “cross-platform tools” describes developer tools that allow applications to be created and 

distributed to multiple platforms while reducing the incremental cost per platform and maximising the 

code reuse. Cross-platform tools can address platforms across mobile (e.g. Apple’s iOS, Google’s 

Android, Microsoft Windows Phone 7), tablets, desktop (Microsoft Windows, Apple OSX, Linux) and 

gaming consoles (PlayStation, Nintendo, Xbox). ‘Cross-platform tools’ is a broad term that spans from 

JavaScript frameworks to source code translators. The tools cater to a broad range of developer 

audiences, from newbie developers to seasoned C++ gurus. 

This report presents developer perceptions about a wide range of key issues, from incentives and 

deterrents via cross-platform tool use to the most-wanted tool features. Our research profiled 15 well-

known cross-platform vendors and tools with regard to their technology, positioning and market 

traction. The Cross-Platform Tools report also investigated the top tools being used, identifying which 

tools are being adopted and which are being dropped by developers. 

2.3.2 Motivations 

The motivation for the cross-platform tools report was to update our understanding of a rapidly 

changing market – one which has seen 100 startups and vendors emerge in the last 2 years.  It was also 

to establish which are the leading cross-platform tools (in terms of developer mindshare) and whether 

these can be competitors or partners to webinos. 

To provide a comprehensive coverage across cross-platform tools vendors and support the high costs of 

the quantitative research, VisionMobile adopted a multi-sponsor report format. The webinos project 

contributed approximately two person months to this project. The webinos logo appeared on the front 

page of the report, as well as all promotional material and landing page for the report download. Thanks 

to the multi-sponsor model, the report is available as a free download. 

To drive traffic to the webinos website, the vendor profiles from 15 cross-platform tools vendors were 

uploaded to the webinos website three weeks before the report was launched, in order to drive 

discussion and traffic to webinos. 

 

 

2.3.3 Methodology 

The Cross-Platform Developer Tools 2012 report is based on a large-scale online developer survey and 

15 vendor interviews. The survey was carried out for five weeks between November and December 

2011.  

The survey questionnaire covered a wide range of questions and topics, including developer 

demographics, app categories, channels to market, business models, top tools used and reasons for 
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adopting, reasons for non-adoption, learning curve, and most wanted features across cross-platform 

tools. The questionnaire was developed by VisionMobile with external reviewer feedback. 

The survey gathered completed responses from a total of 2,406 participants across an impressive 91 

countries. Respondents had primarily technical roles, with 75% identifying as software, mobile or web 

developers. Only small constituencies identified as managers, IT staff or designers. Mobile developers 

were mostly new to mobile, with 66% having up to two years of experience. In contrast, web developers 

were very experienced (53% having more than seven years of experience) while software developers 

were seasoned pros (74% having more than seven years of experience). Cross-platform tools are indeed 

enabling major new segments of seasoned software and web developers to come to mobile.  

In terms of regional breakdown of respondents, Europe and North America each accounted for about 

40% of respondents, while Asia accounted for another 12%. 

The report identified over 100 vendors selling tools that range from JavaScript frameworks and app 

factories to runtimes. For the survey, which sought to quantify developer mindshare, experience and 

expectations, we selected 20 tools: Adobe (Flex), Appcelerator (Titanium), AppMobi, Bedrock 

(Metismo), Ansca (Corona), DragonRad, Kony, Marmalade, MoSync, Netbiscuits, Alcatel Lucent 

(OpenPlug), PhoneGap, RhoMobile, RunRev (LiveCode), Sencha Touch / jQTouch, Strobe/Sproutcore, 

Unity, Unreal, Worklight and Xamarin (MonoTouch/Droid). We were also able to extract insights for Qt, 

which formed part of the “other” tool category for over 50 respondents. 

Developers using Mono, PhoneGap, RunRev, Appcelerator, Adobe Flex and Sencha formed over 80% of 

respondents. Naturally, participation rates were skewed by promotional campaigns some survey 

sponsors ran to encourage survey participation. We removed the bias effects of these campaigns by 

normalising all graphs against the top-10 primary cross-platform tools or other survey parameters with 

over 50 unique responses. 

To arrive at the tool MindShare, IntentShare and abandonment rankings, the report asked developers to 

indicate, for each one of twenty listed tools, which ones they had used but dropped, which they 

continue to use, and which they plan to adopt in the future. The resulting 1,713 responses were then 

cross-tabulated for the top-10 major tools. These cross-tabs enabled us to normalize usage, intent and 

abandonment more or less independently from the respondent sample size and the primary tool used 

by respondents. 

Commercial impact 

 

The Cross-Platform Tools 2012 report has been very successful, having been downloaded more than 

7,000 times just in the first month of launch. 
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2.3.4 Key takeaways on cross-platform developer tools 

The report on cross-platform developer tools highlighted several key takeaways that are important to 

webinos: 

1. Cross-platform tools are addressing real challenges for developers. 

 Cross-platform tools (CPTs) allow developers to create applications for multiple platforms - usually 

mobile, but increasingly tablets or TV screens - from almost the same codebase or from within the same 

design tool. CPTs reduce the cost of platform fragmentation and allow developers to target new 

platforms at a small incremental cost. More importantly, cross-platform tools allow software companies 

targeting multiple platforms to reuse developer skills, share codebases, synchronise releases and reduce 

support costs. 

2. PhoneGap and Sencha lead developer mindshare  

The survey of over 2,400 developers revealed that PhoneGap and Sencha lead in terms of mindshare, as 

they are currently used by 32% and 30% of cross-platform developers, irrespective of their primary 

tools. Completing the top-5 ranking of the Mindshare Index are Xamarin’s MonoTouch / Mono for 

Android, Appcelerator and Adobe (Flex). The second half of the top-10 CPTs in terms of current use are 

Unity, Corona, AppMobi, RunRev and MoSync.  

3. PhoneGap, Mono and Unity lead developer IntentShare. The survey indicates that PhoneGap (23%), 

Xamarin Mono (22%) and Unity (22%) are the tools most developers plan to adopt, irrespective of their 

primary tool. This market is in constant flux, with developers experimenting and trying out new tools – 

for example PhoneGap is a stepping stone to cross-platform development as it leads Mindshare, 

IntentShare, but also comes third in the tools being abandoned. The most widely used CPT accounts for 

just half of the Mindshare seen in the iOS and Android platforms in VisionMobile’s Developer Economics 

2011 report.  

4. Cross-platform tools flatten the playing field Just as the Apple/Google duopoly began to look 

impenetrable in 2011, a major disruption is flattening the playing field for competitors like Microsoft's 

WP7, RIM’s BlackBerry OS and Samsung's Bada: cross-platform tools are letting developers target 

multiple platforms with low incremental costs and high levels of code reuse.  

5. Cross-platform tools challenge the Apple/Google duopoly  

2012 marks an inflexion point in the war of mobile ecosystems where the network effects built by Apple 

and Google are being challenged by an unsuspected new entrant. Cross-platform tools (CPTs) make it 

easier for example for an iPhone developer to reach Android and Windows Phone 7 users. CPTs dilute 

network effects by allowing other ecosystems to compete not just in terms of the number of apps listed, 

but also the availability of top apps, the time-to-market (an app rarely appears at the same time across 

all platform app stores) and the overall app quality.  
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6. Democratisation of development  

The dozens of CPTs available cater to every developer segment, from creative designers, C++ gurus and 

hobbyist website enthusiasts to Fortune-500 CIOs. Cross-platform tools reduce barriers to entry and 

democratise app development, by allowing developers from any language (HTML, Java, C++), any 

background (hobbyist, pros, agencies, corporates) and any skill level (visual designer to hard-core 

developer) to build mobile apps. The result could be termed a “democratisation” of software 

development (in the words of Unity’s Dan Adams), in that mobile platforms may be opened up to all 

types of developers.  

7. Past the early-adopter chasm  

We have identified over 100 cross-platform developer tools, in a market that’s booming with new 

players in 2011. Cross-platform tools have passed the “early adopter” phase, and are now moving into 

mainstream. For example vendor Sencha counts 1.6 million SDK downloads, Corona apps have 

reportedly been downloaded 35 million times in 2011, Unity reports 200,000 developers active each 

month, while Appcelerator boasts 35,000 apps published using the tool and deployed on 40 million 

devices. 

8. Mergers, financings and the survival of the strongest  

Since 2011, cross-platform tool vendors have raised major VC funding, have been acquired, or achieved 

major releases. In the CPT space we have tracked 10 acquisitions, and over US$ 200 million in funding 

rounds. This is a market that takes cash to survive: CPT vendors are subsidizing their entry to market 

with free products, based on ample VC funding. For example OpenPlug ceased operations as it failed to 

find a monetisation model, with its key challenge being the conversion of freemium users into paying 

customers for its support and professional services. CPT vendors without a compelling free product will 

be washed out by the competition. 

9. Abundant developer volatility  

The cross-platform tools market is in a state of abundant developer volatility. The survey revealed that 

developers are hoping on and off across different tools. There are clear market winners or losers and 

experimentation is the only means of tool selection. This is a market where there is little developer 

loyalty, and perceptions are still being formed. This is a great time for well-funded vendors to establish a 

beachhead of developer marketing and inch themselves apart in terms of mindshare. 

10. Cross-platform tools are taking HTML further than browsers can  

The purpose of HTML5 has been to extend the capabilities of web apps (those developed using HTML 

and JavaScript) to more closely match the capabilities of native apps. Despite performance 

disadvantages and fragmentation across different browser versions, HTML5 has emerged as the most 
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widely supported authoring technology for cross-platform apps. Cross-platform tools are taking HTML 

further than web browsers can, by allowing web developers to create native smartphone apps. In other 

words, CPTs are taking HTML5 much further by unifying the authoring side- rather than the runtime side 

- of the app across platforms. 

11. Cross-platform tools will complement, not compete with native development  

Android and Windows Phone have been constantly evolving, adding hundreds of new APIs from each 

major version to the next. Due to the rapid advancement of platforms, tools vendors will always be one 

or two steps behind in terms of features and access to the complete set of device capabilities. 

Developers that create demanding applications like 3D games or apps requiring intense user interaction, 

exceptionally deep user experience, or apps relying on specific features not available on all platforms 

will need to be developed using the native SDK. Cross-platform tools will therefore be complementary 

to native SDKs. 

12. Access to additional platforms is main adoption driver  

The most important CPT selection criterion for developers is the breadth of platforms that the tool 

supports, cited by nearly 60% of respondents. The ability to tap into existing developer skills is the 

second most important reason for tool selection. What’s also notable is that monetisation opportunities 

are the least important selection criterion. It is therefore evident that developers consider CPTs as a 

technical means to cross-platform portability, and not as a way to profit.  

13. Performance and platform latency are key challenges  

The biggest barrier to mass adoption of cross-platform tools is feature parity with the native platforms. 

In his open letter to Adobe, Jobs criticised cross-platform tools for lack of performance and sluggishness 

in adopting the latest platform features. Indeed, the same issues were cited by developers in the survey 

as some of the most important reasons for dropping a tool. Performance was the top reason for 

dropped a tool, cited by 29% of respondents. More importantly, the perception that “cross-platform 

tools are always a step behind native” was selected as a top-2 reason for not using CPTs in the first 

place.  

14. Developer maturity  

With such a broad variety of cross-platform tools, we would expect developers to use them at varying 

stages of their application projects. Yet, the overriding use case - 75% of respondents irrespective of 

primary tool - was using CPTs from start to finish, to fully develop an app for multiple platforms As such 

we see a high level of practicality and commercial acumen in the use of cross-platform tools; developers 

are now using CPTs at the very beginning of the app lifecycle - to create cross-platform apps from 

scratch or to prototype - and not to retrofit an app onto a new platform.  
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15. Cross platform tools will become “business as usual”  

As the platform landscape remains fragmented for the foreseeable future, cross-platform tools will 

become “business as usual” The future of mobile development is multi-platform – fewer and fewer 

developers will be able to afford to be confined to a single platform with the limited user reach and 

monetisation opportunities that implies. The adoption of cross-platform tools is driven by the ability to 

reach masses of users, which is the primary consideration for most developer segments. Cross-platform 

tools are indeed the only cost-effective vehicle for these developers to reach a wide mass of users, and 

we expect CPT usage to become commonplace a result. 

16. Changing points of CPT competition  

At the onset of 2012, CPT developer selection criteria are heavily skewed towards the breadth of 

platforms supported by each tool. This picture will change considerably as cross-platform tools vendors 

advance their products to cover all the major mobile platforms. We expect that by mid-2013, the 

platforms covered by a CPT will move from a point of differentiation to a point of parity. In that 

timeframe, we expect the points of competition to move to later stages of the app lifecycle, with 

vendors offering component marketplaces, end-to-end workflow tools, device adaptation tools, app 

publishing services and post-download services. 

17. Cross-platform tools expand to new verticals  

In the sea of 100+ cross-platform tools, vendors are beginning to differentiate by targeting three distinct 

developer segments: those working on games, enterprise or media apps. Developers in these three 

segments face distinctly different challenges, work in distinctly different environments and as such need 

very different CPT solutions. As tool vendors try to survive in the “red ocean” of dozens of cross-

platform tools, we expect CPTs to emerge for the financial sector, media publishers and the 

healthcare/medical sector. 

18. Multi-screen is the next frontier for cross-platform tools  

The battle of the software ecosystems is raging across many screens - mobile, tablet, PC and soon smart 

TV devices - and multi-screen will be the next frontier for cross-platform tools. Already in the survey, 

27% of respondents noted that they also target Windows PC and 24% target Mac desktops with their 

main cross-platform tool. However, the complexities of cross-platform development in a multi-screen 

environment are growing exponentially and beyond the simple sharing of the code between multiple 

platforms. Different screen types have different interaction models, input methods, screen sizes, go-to-

market channels and pricing models, while developers working on different screens have use varying 

tool-chains, development cycles and collaboration processes. With the proliferation of users who own 

more than one connect screen, the next frontier for cross-platform tools will be multi-screen.  
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2.3.5 Key insights for webinos 

These insights have a major repercussion to the project in terms of how webinos is marketed and 

positioned towards developers. 

1. webinos should seek interoperability with PhoneGap and Sencha tools. The Cross Platform Tools 2012 

report found that PhoneGap and Sencha lead developer mindshare among CPT vendors. As these tools 

are widely used – and increasingly so in the future – webinos should ensure that developers using 

PhoneGap or Sencha can easily code for the webinos environment. 

2. Webinos can be positioned as target environment to PhoneGap and Sencha. In other words 

developers of these tools can create webinos apps directly from the tools through an out-of-the-box 

process.  This will help reduce the costs of developer acquisition for webinos and reduce developer 

barriers to adoption. 

3. As cross-platform tools increase in terms of mindshare, they will compete for mindshare against 

native platforms and web platforms, including webinos. To avoid direct competition with CPTs for 

developer mindshare, webinos must be positioned as an add-on to CPTs.  In other words, webinos 

should be positioned as the platform of choice when creating web apps using PhoneGap, Sencha, 

Appcelerator or other tools which target multiple screens. 

4. Leverage marketing budgets from leading web-friendly cross-platform tools vendors to co-market 

webinos. This is important as several of these vendors are well funded (incl. PhoneGap, Sencha) which 

will help reduce the costs of developer onboarding. 

5. Last but not least, the report validates the need for a cross-platform and cross-screen approach that 

webinos focuses on. In our report the most important CPT selection criterion for developers is the 

breadth of platforms that the tool supports, cited by nearly 60% of respondents. The ability to tap into 

existing developer skills is the second most important reason for tool selection – which again points to 

that the choice of web environment that webinos has backed leverages skills from millions of 

developers.  

2.4 Update on Governance, Licensing and IPR framework guidelines, 

including Resourcing considerations. 

2.4.1 Introduction 

To recap, the original landscape analysis deliverable provided 13 recommendations for ‘open source 

projects’ best practices on the basis of analysing eight open source projects.  These best practice 

recommendations have not changed and are listed below.  Further details of the best practices can be 

found in the first published version of the landscape analysis and target platforms, target requirements 

and platform IPRs deliverables specifically. Additionally as far as we are aware, these best practices are 

being actioned where possible in webinos day-to-day activities.  To recap, these 13 recommendations 

are listed below:- 
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1. Source code is available with no discrimination by either developer category, timeliness of access 

or accessibility to all of the source code 

2. Use an Open Source Initiative (OSI) approved open source license and ideally a license that is 

permissive such that commercial entities can use the license with least concern regarding 

copyleft or other obligations/restrictions 

3. All developer support mechanisms e.g. source code repositories, developer tools, forums, mailing 

lists, bug tracking databases etc. should be freely available to all developers 

4. The project roadmap should be completely open and available with regular ‘call for contributions’ 

to the roadmap 

5. Decision-making processes and project meeting minutes etc. should be transparent and freely 

accessible to all 

6. Code contributions and acceptance process should be clear and as simple as possible 

7. It should be possible to identify from whom code contributions have been provided, both at a 

developer and organisational level 

8. It should be possible to identify who project committers are.  

9. The project contribution license should provide a copyright and patent license to the project 

10. Trademarks can be used to promote the project and support compliance processes (if such 

compliance frameworks are required).  

11. There should be minimal constraints on go-to-market channels (incl. app stores) for applications 

created by/for the project. 

12. The community structure should be as equitable as possible, without tiered rights. 

13 A project of significant size should be set-up as a not-for-profit Foundation. 

 

It should be noted that our original findings and conclusions in this area, also supported by the 

publication of the Open Governance Index by VisionMobile, was very well received in the industry.  This 

reinforces our belief and gives credibility to our strategy that open governance principles lie at the core 

of webinos ability to be a successful cross-platform project. 
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Given that webinos ‘source code’ only became available as a publicly available source-code tree during 

the review phase of this document (sharing the same release timeframe), it was not possible to action 

all of these recommendations, but they are being followed by the project for the source release. 

2.4.2 Open Source Projects – Best Practices Recommendations 

2.4.2.1 Governance Model – IPR and Licensing Framework 

A governance model is the method by which decisions are made and implemented in the webinos open 

source project. We advocate an open and transparent governance model for webinos which also 

compliments the use of an open source license(s) for the open source webinos project. However, this 

openness needs to be balanced with the need to discourage single-company dominance of the platform 

as this can lead to other parties becoming frustrated and ultimately leaving the project. Additionally we 

need to find ways to discourage free-riders such that companies not only consume the outputs of 

webinos but actually contribute to the project either in terms of time or money. We acknowledge that 

the best way to achieve this will be to ensure that webinos is the best available solution in the market 

which meets the needs (scratches the itches) of as many corporations and developers as possible in 

order to facilitate early, broad and deep adoption of webinos by the all relevant industries e.g. mobile, 

home media and automotive. Therefore providing an early, complete and feature-rich webinos solution 

must be a priority of the project. 

Secondly there are the real-world constraints of using existing OSS projects and their respective license 

regimes that need to be identified for webinos. In our research to date we have identified the following 

platforms which may be used to support the webinos platform: 

Platform/domain Notes License Type 

Web Runtime   

QT Primary GPL/LGPL/Commercial 

Mozilla Primary MPL/GPL/LGPL (Tri-License) 

PC Domain   

Windows 7 Primary Proprietary 

Linux/variants Secondary GPL 

Mobile Tablets   

Android Primary Apache + various other Licenses inc GPL/LGPL 

Linux (raw) Secondary GPL 

Home Media   

MythTV Secondary GPL and some LGPL 

MeeGo Primary GPL and LGPL 

Automotive   

MeeGo IVI (Genivi) Primary GPL and LGPL 

Android (Autolinq) Secondary Apache + various other Licenses inc GPL/LGPL 
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Note that not all OSS licenses are compatible with each other and there are formal compliance 

requirements that must be met for all OSS licenses; which will also be a requirement for webinos. 

Therefore we need to analyse the implications of using these OSS on the licensing (and governance) 

regime chosen by webinos. In summary, webinos will ‘inherit’ a number of different open source 

licenses by virtue of the code that it uses from other projects. Additionally webinos will ‘create’ new 

source code which it can choose to license under any OSS license that it so chooses. However careful 

consideration will need to be given to the compatibility of the various licenses chosen. 

As of March 2012, the stakeholder and ecosystem of webinos comprise:  

• Core members, i.e. the webinos Consortium 

• Affiliate members, i.e. those organisations that wish to contribute to and/or use webinos the platform 

to create applications thereon 

• Developers, i.e. all other parties who wish to be involved with webinos, most obviously Applications 

developers  

Additionally we need to consider the go-to-market model for webinos. To deter fragmentation and 

accrue value in the webinos platform, it is important that the webinos platform is implemented 

consistently and properly by and for users. To achieve this, we expect that there will need to be some 

type of compliance framework for webinos, the passing of which will provide the user with the ability to 

use the webinos Trademark and associated webinos marketing documentation etc. This strategy is 

widely deployed for compliance and marketing purposes by many mobile OS platforms. Additionally 

there are a number of other features which could be deployed by webinos in order to accrue revenues 

for the purposes of supporting the resourcing requirements, such as Apps registration fees etc. This 

topic needs further discussion via Standardization and Exploitation. 

2.4.2.2 Proposed governance next steps for webinos.  

Ultimately webinos can pursue one of two options with regard to project governance. Webinos can 

either create new foundation or join an existing open source project foundation.  If webinos were to 

consider joining an existing foundation then it would make most sense for webinos to join Apache 

because it is not biased to any specific OS and Apache provide an ‘incubator’ facility to support new 

projects and there is also the synergy between the Apache Cordova project, a platform for building 

native mobile applications using HTML, CSS and JavaScript and webinos. 

The alternative is that webinos hosts its own open source project. Generally the webinos consortium 

has expressed a preference to have a specific webinos foundation in that this does give more direct 

control over the webinos source code assets, including the licensing and/or contribution of these assets 

to another project (so we could work with Apache in this instance also).  
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From an infrastructure perspective, webinos source code is now located at Github and Jira. Additionally, 

the consortium is currently drafting a legal proposal and formal governance rules which should be 

available for review in October 2012.  

2.4.2.3 Resourcing scenarios for webinos 

It is intended that webinos will be a not-for-profit foundation. However webinos still requires funds 

and/or resources in order to operate. The purpose of this section is to identify the likely resourcing 

requirements and then identify how these resourcing needs can be met using different funding 

mechanisms. 

Presently webinos is part-funded by the EU, and there needs to be a sustainable model identified to 

support the webinos OSS project after the EU funding has completed. 

Our research from last year shows that all successful open source projects derive income and funding 

from one or more corporate entities either formally via revenue streams (Mozilla), membership fees 

(Eclipse) or informally via developer resources and corporate sponsorship (Apple/Google for WebKit, 

Google for Android, Nokia for Qt). Therefore the question remains for webinos as to what the most 

appropriate resourcing model will be post EU sponsorship of the project.   

Resourcing can be met either via  

1. Direct income via membership fees, to be charged to all members of the webinos consortium 

(including Affiliates)  

2. Formal commitment from members to provide engineering resources to webinos (similar to 

sponsorship)  

3. Commercialisation fees for trademark usage, applications certifications etc 

4. Mixture of the above 

Further discussions are required with the various consortium members to decide how this future 

resourcing requirement will be met as it is unlikely to be determined at this early point in the process, 

but it is important that due consideration is provided to this topic over the next 12 months. 

2.5 Conclusions 

The conclusion section comes in two parts: part one re-evaluates the technology implementation 

choices, based upon movements in the industry which will feed into the prioritisation of engineering 

activity. Part two examines the options for the long term evolution of the webinos open source activity, 

as well as identifying tactical options for partnerships and relations with other organisations. 
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2.5.1 Technology Priorities 

In summary there have been no major surprises in the technology platform space. The early conclusions 

within the Phase 1 report have largely been endorsed, subsequent market movements only serving to 

underline the original conclusions. 

2.5.1.1 Node.js 

One of the most significant events of the past year, subsequent to the kick starting of our 

implementations was the decision within the webinos consortium to fully embrace Node.js as a core 

implementation technology. This decision, whilst an experimental evaluation in the first instance, has 

proven to be a phenomenal success. The original drivers for selecting this technology were: 

 The JavaScript foundation of node.js made it a natural choice to consolidate the pre-existing 

programming expertise of web developers, who must necessarily master this language to be 

effective client side UI developers 

 Node.js has  broad open source community support, which webinos can benefit from 

 Node.js is proven server technology. And the webinos technical requirement is principally an 

embedded server requirement. 

These drivers are compelling enough in their own right to justify this decision. What has been found is 

that in addition to this, Node.js has proven to be a remarkably effective vehicle for writing highly 

portable code, both reducing porting effort and increasing the effective number of platforms that 

webinos can be ported to. 

This is highly significant from a technology platform choice perspective because it impacts the effort 

required to port.  

2.5.1.2 RIM and Microsoft Mobile 

RIMs financial woes continue, and their technology platform itself is featuring less and less in 3rd party 

developers’ minds.  

Windows Mobile despite receiving a lot of marketing support is so far failing to significantly impact the 

market. 

The weakening market position of RIM and Windows mobile  when assessed in the light of the platform 

limitations with respect to 3rd party developers (extensively discussed in the phase 1 report) mean that 

the consortium as a whole sees no compelling reason to revisit the original conclusion to keep these 

platforms as low priority 

2.5.1.3 Web based Operating Systems 

Some of the most interesting activities has been on the web based operating systems.  

On the downside HPs WebOS has now effectively disappeared, from the market. And WACs web based 

widget application framework has to date failed to make any impression on the market outside of Asia. 
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On the positive side, we have seen two new announcements both Firefox OS (formerly Boot2Gecko) and 

Tizen, whose application strategy is based upon web/widget development environment, emerge. 

Neither have yet to formally release product, but this focus on web based application development and 

execution environments, can be interpreted as strong endorsement of the technology choices of 

webinos. 

It is important to understand that the core technology within webinos is entirely compatible with Tizen 

and Firefox OS initiatives. This will be discussed in greater depth in the tactical initiatives section 

It is also important to understand that despite the apparent similarities of Tizen/FirefoxOS to webinos, 

in that as far as the developer is concerned the APIs and programming environment are similar, from an 

ecosystem perspective they are profoundly different. In simple terms Tizen and Firefox OS are full 

Operating systems with a Linux Kernel and an enhanced web based framework for application layer 

portability. webinos on the other hand is a virtual OS, a piece of middleware for  web based developers, 

which does not discriminate at the Kernel layer. The webinos vision is to be as relevant to Windows, 

Android, Tizen and Firefox. It is not full OS, is compatible with multiple lower level OSs  

2.5.1.4 PC  Landscape 

The PC landscape has not changed significantly since the phase 1 review.  Apple has eaten a little more 

into Microsoft’s market dominance, and Linux based PC OS are becoming more and more mature, and 

candidates for consumer take-up. As far as webinos is concerned this is of little significance. The strategy 

remains that webinos MUST work on all PC OS. 

To date this strategy has been successfully executed and we have working implementations of webinos 

on Windows 7, Mac and Linux Ubuntu. 

2.5.1.5 Apple and Android 

Apple and Android platforms are becoming the undisputed dominant forces in the mobile sector. 

webinos must be relevant to these platforms. What this means at a technical level we shall explore 

below. 

On Android there has been significant success. webinos is the author of the node.js android port 

(anode). And Android is the primary mobile demonstration platform for webinos code. 

iOS is a little more problematic. We have been successful in porting the webinos stack to iOS (iPad and 

iPhone), using the highly portable node.js layer as the principle porting layer. The issues as always 

remain at the commercial/strategic layer, specifically Apples blanket ban on any VM technology. This is 

not a surprise, and has been identified since the outset. An option in consideration is to create “webinos 

client” and “webinos server” APIs which will allow native IOS applications to talk to the webinos overlay 

network  
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2.5.1.6 TVs 

The TV space remains in an early stage. Many actors are at work, but there are no pre-eminent leaders 

from the platform perspective. All TV platforms in play at the moment are based on a Linux platforms, 

which underlines the importance of ensuring that webinos should integrate fully and run well on this 

platform 

2.5.1.7 Automotive 

The demise of Meego has been causing some consternation in the automotive sector. Meego was the 

principle reference implementation of the GENIVI consortium. This position has not yet officially 

changed, although Tizen (with its IVI build) looks like a logical successor. Again this reinforces the 

importance of Linux as a target platform for webinos to focus on. 

2.5.1.8 M2M  

The machine to machine (or internet of things) devices, have only recently become a focus for webinos 

activities. The nature of such devices means that the fundamental underlying platform will be varied, 

and subject to many hardware optimisations. For the purposes of webinos development activity it is 

clear we should focus on developing highly portable C code base optimised for resource limited 

embedded devices.  

With respect to actual developer ecosystems, it is proposed that we focus on Arduino and Raspberry Pi 

devices. 

2.5.2 Open Source Project Evolution 

As has been summarised above the consortium has identified two alternative strategies for continuation 

of the webinos open source project 

 Option 1: to create a webinos project within the Apache foundation 

 Option 2: to create a standalone webinos foundation  

A decision has yet to be formally made, but indicative straw polls amongst the consortium members 

have clearly indicated that a webinos foundation would be preferred in that it  

a) Gives more long term control over the webinos open source assets 

b) Provides the ability to create an community around the open source project with a sustainable 

resourcing model 

A legal counsel has been engaged to draw up the fine grained legal options and straw man legal 

documents. These documents will be presented to the consortia within the November 2012 timeframe 

for formal decision. 

Already the legal counsel in collaboration has identified the critical questions that will need addressing 

by the proposal 
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1. What will be the governance structure of the foundation? 

2. What legislation to choose? 

3. Where will the foundation be legally based? 

4. How is the Board and directors decided? 

5. How do new companies join? 

6. What are the technical and administrative bodies and how do they relate to each other? 

7. How does the foundation work with the EU project for next 14 months? 

8. How are conflicts resolved? 

9. How much will membership cost? 

10. Will it be a yearly subscription based model? 

11. Will there be membership levels or categories? 

12. What happens if there is a lack of funding? 

13. How will legal and IPR issues be resolved? 

14. Wind-down scenarios? 

The following formal legal benefits have been identified for the standalone webinos foundation 

• Act as one legal entity rather than many partners 

• Establish governance for webinos vision  

• Enable engagements with 3rd parties 

– License e.g. Logo 

– Certification 

– Standards Development Organisations (SDO) 

• Limit liability of webinos partners and define clear roles for different partner engagements 

• Have (limited) assets, e.g. office, staff 

• Potentially attract more members 

With a proposed high level structure 
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The foundation’s board responsibilities are outlined as  

• Overall management, goals and directions of the LE 

• Representing Foundation to the public 

• Establish day-to-day working procedures 

• Approve contracts, NDAs, liaisons with external LEs 

• Initiate / close committees and appoint committee (vice-) chairpersons 

• Propose (to all members) change of articles of association 

• Administration / budget 

• Guidance on escalations from WGs  

• Initiate IPR review & Approval for publication of technical specifications 

• Other tasks can be added 

Whereas the operation board directors obligations are summarised as   

• Board Members represent their respective company in the Board while maintaining proper 

management of the Foundation 

• Board consists of 1 - many members 

– exact number: to be decided 

• Initial Members can have a permanent seat in the Board 
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• Remaining 3-5 Board seats are assigned to Members by elections every one – many years 

The initial formal proposal for consideration based upon these foundations will be available within the 

August timeframe to give the consortium members sufficient time and to take legal advice on the 

proposal. 

It is considered essential by all member of the consortium that whatever decision is eventually taken, 

whether it be Apache consolidation or standalone webinos foundation, that the principles upon which it 

based are firmly based upon Open Governance principles 

2.5.3 Proposed Tactical Engagements  

In addition to the creation of the sustainable webinos foundation and the prioritised engineering 

activities for distinct platforms porting, webinos must recognise that is must act in a complex ecosystem 

with many parties. To that end certain tactical engagements with external projects and ecosystems 

should be prioritised. 

2.5.3.1 Apache Cordova 

Apache Cordova (the continuation of the PhoneGap Open Source project) is closely aligned in intent and 

scope to the webinos project. We have been in discussion with the principles for some time and have 

set a goal of writing and webinos plugin for this successful developer tool. 

2.5.3.2 Tizen 

Tizen as newly emergent Linux OS using a web based app development scheme is a very natural 

collaborator with webinos. We have been in discussion with both Intel and Samsung as the principle 

Tizen protagonists, and have every intent of producing a webinos port on to the Tizen platform. Initial 

investigations seem to indicate that the node.js abstractions will make this port easy to achieve. 

2.5.3.3 Firefox OS 

Firefox OS and the affiliated Open Web Device project represents another closely affiliated Web based 

project which has the potential to interoperate with the webinos platform. We also propose to develop 

a webinos port for this platform  

2.5.3.4 iOS Client Server 

As discussed above the ability to create a full webinos VM on the apple platform will be impossible. 

Instead we propose to create interoperable SDKs which will allow a native iOS application to fully work 

with webinos application on other devices. 

Platform/domain Notes 

Web Runtime  

QT Primary 

Mozilla Primary 

PC Domain  

Windows 7 Primary 
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Linux/variants Secondary 

Mobile Tablets  

Android Primary 

Linux (raw) Secondary 

Home Media  

MythTV Secondary 

MeeGo/Tizen Primary 

Automotive  

MeeGo IVI (Genivi)/Tizen Primary 

Android (Autolinq) Secondary 
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3 Requirements 
In this chapter, the current state of the webinos requirements, as of the end of March 2012, are 

documented. This chapter also describes the approach followed to update the requirements, and build 

traceability relations between requirements and other project artifacts. The requirements are still liable 

to change, thus the latest version of the requirements are available in the webinos github repository. 

Requirements are grouped into functional areas which are kept from D2.2. Namely these are: 

 ID: Identity 

 DA: Discovery and Addressing 

 NM: Remote Notifications and Messaging 

 PS: Policy & Security 

 NC: Negotiation and Compatibility 

 LC: Lifecycle 

 CAP: Device & Service Functional Capability 

 TMS: Transfer and Management of State 

3.1 Approach 

3.1.1 Motivation 

With such a large number of requirements, there is a risk that, without a coherent structure, conflicting 

requirements may be present that only become apparent once the implementation of webinos has 

commenced. Moreover, because D2.7 was produced largely independently of the initial requirements 

capture stage, requirements may have introduced vulnerabilities that, again, may not have otherwise 

been obvious until they were exploited. Several different validation and verification techniques can be 

used to improve the quality of requirements, but these can be time-consuming and difficult to apply 

when time and resources are restricted. 

The webinos requirements mean different things to different people, for different reasons. Platform 

developers may want to use them to validate their own detailed development activities remain within 

the project's remit, while developers of concept applications and demonstrations may use these as a 

basis for understanding whether or not webinos supports the features needed for their apps. Because 

each project stakeholder has a different view of what webinos means to them, agreeing an common 

requirements model and a structure for categorising and organising these requirements becomes 

especially different. 
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Collectively re-organising and synthesising information can help groups of stakeholders make sense of 

what this information mean (RUJE2008). Sense-making techniques have been used to supplement 

various parts of the usability evaluation in software design, ranging from re-designing the information 

architecture for a software platform (DUBB2011), through to evaluating the usability of APIs 

(CLAR2011). The results of such analysis also provide a design rationale that can be used to explain the 

traceability between artifacts such as requirements and architectural components. 

3.1.2 Technique overview 

Our objective was to not only update the requirements specification, but to make sure that the 

requirements were more visible to webinos team members, so they could understand how 

requirements were related to each other. To facilitate this, we used concept mapping: a graphical tool 

for organising and visualising knowledge. (NOCA2008). Our intention was to use concept maps to both 

make sense of the problem domain and the existing requirements, and to drive the requirements 

update activities themselves. Our specific approach to concept mapping was based on that proposed by 

(KOLK2011) and involved eliciting and prioritising concepts, outlining the structure of the concept map, 

and progressively completing the map as more sense was made about both the map and the domain 

represented by it. 

A high-level zoom of requirements-based concept maps indicates the categories that should be used for 

structuring the requirements specification, but this exercise also fulfils three other objectives. 

First, the process of building the model identifies and addresses duplicate or conflicting requirements. 

When the model is complete, the relationships between the requirements becomes apparent, as well as 

the most appropriate categories for structuring them. This will allow further effort to be effectively sub-

divided among the various partners working off-site. 

Second, because this is largely a group-based exercise, a shared understanding of what the webinos 

requirements are and how they contribute towards the design of webinos is gleaned and shared by 

everyone; this also helps establish that what the current scope of webinos, and addresses any areas 

people feel should be addressed but currently are not. 

Third, the resulting conceptual structure provides a basis for examining how other design artifacts fit 

into this conceptual model from a traceability perspective. For example, can the scenarios or use cases 

be built into this conceptual structure without changing the structure itself? Does the conceptual model 

align with the conceptual integrity of the webinos architecture, and do the Scrum backlog items used to 

drive the implementation align with this model? 

Following preparatory activities, this approach was applied in four stages. In the first stage, initial 

concept maps were created based on the pre-existing requirements categories. In the second stage, 

these maps were consolidated onto a single diagram and, as associations are made between concepts 

from these different sub-maps, the overall concept map itself evolves. In the third stage, we validate the 

concept map by examining how well they explain, or align with, pre-existing scenarios, use cases, and 
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backlog items. The final stage involved creating a requirements specification based on the concept maps 

and related requirements and design artifacts. 

These stages are described in more detail in the following sections. 

3.1.3 Stage 0: Requirements template update and initial requirements inspection 

One of the objectives of D2.5 was to improve the quality of the requirements; this included making the 

requirements text more precise, improving the ease of validating the requirements, and adding 

traceability to/from the requirements and other webinos design artifacts. By improving the 

requirements quality, it would be easier to add new requirements that may have been identified during 

the first phase design and implementation activities, or as a result of updating scenarios, use cases, or 

other requirements. 

To facilitate the update process, the requirements specified during the first phase of webinos were 

updated to conform to a revised requirements template; this template was largely based on the Volere 

specification template (RORO2009). 

The attributes of each requirement, together with some guidelines for completing them, are described 

in the table below 

Attribute Description 

Title The name is a short synopsis of the requirement’s concern. Both the identifier and 

the short-name allows the requirement to be easily identified during discussions. 

In particular, the short-name is used as the canonical identifier for each 

requirement, thereby replacing previous requirements identifier used in D2.2. 

Priority The priority of the requirement is based on its urgency and perceived importance 

to webinos. Requirements are important and need to be addressed for the first 

release of webinos were categorised as High. Requirements which are important 

but can be addressed in the next scheduled release of the webinos runtime are 

categorised as Medium. Any requirements which are significant enough to 

warrant consideration by either the project or the larger webinos community but 

not falling into either of the above two categories were classified as Low priority. 

Originator The originator is be the author or team responsible for the requirement. Where a 

requirement was elicited and specified during a participatory workshop then this 

is specified. 

Comments Supplemental data about the requirement that may be of use to a reader or 

reviewer is stated here. For requirements derived from the original requirements 
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specification, it's originating requirements reference is included in this section. 

Related scenarios, 

use cases, and 

product backlog. 

These attributes list the scenarios that motivate the requirement, or the use cases 

and product backlog items that operationalise them. 

Description The requirement description is written in the optative tense and is stated as 

precisely as possible. Where requirement descriptions were too involved then a 

dependent requirement was created, or supplemental information was added in 

related artifacts, e.g. scenarios or use cases. 

Table 1 Requirements attributes 

To facilitate easy editing of these requirements during the rest of the task, scripts were used to import 

the original 330 requirements into spreadsheets according to their functional category. 

The next step involved inspecting each requirements to carry out an initial validity check. We decided to 

adopt a variant of the Volere 'quality gateway' for supporting this validation process. The entailed 

assessing each new requirement against several different criteria. For webinos, we adopted the 

following criteria, which is largely based on the default template for quality gateways: 

 Completeness 

- Are all the requirements attributes complete? 

- Are all the requirements attributes meaningful to webinos stakeholders? 

 Traceability 

- Does the requirement reference dependent requirements, scenarios, use cases, and 

implementation-specific product backlog items? 

 Viability 

- Is the requirement relevant given the specification’s scope 

- Is the requirement viable given the specified constraints 

3.1.4 Stage 1: Category concept mapping 

The next stage involved creating concept maps for each requirements category. This involved preparing 

paper cut-outs of the requirements on a large piece of paper and, using a pencil, drawing and 

annotating the relationship between requirements. This exercise was carried out in groups of between 2 

− 4 for each part of the problem domain represented by the requirements category. Requirement 

spreadsheets for each category were also available during this exercise; these were used to refer to the 

requirements description and, if the group felt this text was ambiguous, to revise as necessary. If 

requirements were felt to no longer be relevant or out of webinos’ current scope, these were removed 

from the concept maps, and the spreadsheets were updated with a rationale for why the requirements 
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were removed. Once complete, each concept map was re-created using graphviz, and added to the 

webinos design data github repository. 

The concept maps for the Lifecycle, Negotiation and Compatibility, and Policy and Security were created 

during the webinos project meeting in Catania in February 2012. The remaining concept maps were 

created by the partners remotely. Each concept mapping session took approximately half a day with the 

exception of the Policy and Security concept mapping session which, due to the number of 

requirements, took one day. 

3.1.5 Stage 2: Concept map consolidation 

Once all the maps had been completed, a 2-day workshop was held at Ghent in March 2012 to 

consolidate the requirements and identify duplicate or conflicting requirements. Like the category 

concept mapping exercise, this involved drawing relationships between paper cut-outs of requirements, 

however this exercise began by re-creating each of the individual concept maps based on their 

respective graphviz files. Each individual concept map was created on a piece of large piece of paper 

which was cut down to size once that map had been created. Once all the individual concept maps had 

been drawn, these were placed on a large paper covered table. At this point, the concept map 

consolidation exercise proper could begin. 

The consolidated exercise involved collecting walking through the relationships both within and 

between each category. Like the category concept mapping exercise, where requirement descriptions 

which were unclear were updated in the requirements spreadsheet and, where appropriate, 

requirements which were deemed duplicate, redundant, or out-of-scope requirements were removed. 

Once this exercise was complete, and the group had a better understanding of the requirements, each 

requirement was reviewed to validate whether the priority assigned to the requirement was still valid. 

Once this exercise was complete, the graphviz versions of each concept map were updated and pushed 

to the git repository. 

3.1.6 Stage 3: Concept map walkthrough 

The next stage involved validating the concept map by semantically zooming out of the map to 

determine which scenarios are made possible by the requirements, and semantically zooming in to 

explore how both the elicited use cases and backlog items used as a basis of developing the webinos 

platform operationalise the requirements. Alignment relationships between requirements and 

scenarios, usecases, or backlog items were recorded in the concept map graphviz files. 

This exercise was commenced during the Ghent workshop in March 2012, but largely took place 

remotely. The figure below shows the final consolidated concept map, as of the end of the Ghent 

meeting. 
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Figure 1 Ghent Concept Map 

3.1.7 Stage 4: Specification generation and automated quality gateway 

The final step involved generating the specification and traceability links based on the requirement 

spreadsheets and the graphviz concept maps. This specification was automatically generated by 

importing the scenarios, usecases, concept maps, requirements, and backlog lists in the git repository 

into the open-source CAIRIS requirements management tool (CAIRIS). During the import process, each 

requirement was subjected to an automated quality gateway check; the metrics are described in more 

detail by (WIRH1996), and are based on requirements completeness, the presence of an imperative 

phrase, and ambiguity. The resulting metrics were visualised using cartoon Chernoff Faces (CHER1973), 

where each part of the face represented a different requirement quality variable. Eye-brow shape 

indicates the completeness of a given requirement. If no text is found in certain fields, or phrases 

like TBC, none, or not defined are present, the completeness score is marked down accordingly, and the 

eye-brows convey a negative mood. The eye shape indicates whether or not an imperative phrase exists 

in the requirement description. If such a phrase exists then the eyes become vertically elongated. The 

mouth indicates the presence of weak or fuzzy phrases, such as mostly, appropriate, normal, 

or adequate; the presence of these phrases turn the smile into a frown. 

A table illustrating a selection of possible faces in given below: 
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Figure 2 Chernoff Faces 

The Chernoff Faces were also coloured based on their level of pre- and post-requirements traceability. 

Requirements with no evidence pre- and post- requirements traceability were coloured red. 

Requirements which are motivated by other requirements, based on scenarios and use cases, or refined 

to product backlog items were coloured blue. Requirements with both pre- AND post- requirements 

traceability are coloured green. While it would be unreasonable to expect pre- and post- requirements 

traceability at this stage of the project, this level of traceability is necessary for requirements which have 

been implemented in the first release of webinos. With this in mind, the labels of high-priority 

requirements without both pre- and post-requirements traceability were highlighted in red. 

3.2 Conventions 

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", 

"RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 

2119 [http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt]. 

 MUST: This word, or the terms "REQUIRED" or "SHALL", means that the definition is an absolute 

requirement of the specification. 

 MUST NOT: This phrase, or the phrase "SHALL NOT", means that the definition is an absolute 

prohibition of the specification. 
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 SHOULD: This word, or the adjective "RECOMMENDED", means that there may exist valid 

reasons in particular circumstances to ignore a particular item, but the full implications must be 

understood and carefully weighed before choosing a different course. 

 SHOULD NOT: This phrase, or the phrase "NOT RECOMMENDED" means that there may exist 

valid reasons in particular circumstances when the particular behaviour is acceptable or even 

useful, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before 

implementing any behaviour described with this label. 

 MAY: This word, or the adjective "OPTIONAL", means that an item is truly optional. One vendor 

may choose to include the item because a particular marketplace requires it or because the 

vendor feels that it enhances the product while another vendor may omit the same item. An 

implementation which does not include a particular option MUST be prepared to interoperate 

with another implementation which does include the option, though perhaps with reduced 

functionality. In the same vein an implementation which does include a particular option MUST 

be prepared to interoperate with another implementation which does not include the option 

(except, of course, for the feature the option provides.) 

Imperatives of the type defined in RFC 2119 must be used with care and sparingly. In particular, they 

MUST only be used where it is actually required for interoperation or to limit behaviour which has 

potential for causing harm (e.g., limiting retransmissions). For example, they must not be used to try to 

impose a particular method on implementers where the method is not required for interoperability. 

3.3 Stakeholders 

The stakeholders of webinos are described below: 

User 

 Of a webinos application, 

 Discovers availability of application, 

 Selects Application for use and installation (including pre-‐conditional commercial steps), 

 Configures application according to his personal preferences, 

 Uses application to perform intended actions, 

 Share knowledge about application availability with other users (e.g. invite/encourage to install). 

Developer of webinos Applications 

 Creates software packages, 
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 Develops applications using various programming languages and toolkits (IDE, SDK, etc…) 

Developer of webinos Platform 

 Creates functional specification and reference implementation of the webinos Platform, 

 Provides developer community support where application developers are engaged (e.g. the 

webinos project team). 

Application Service Provider of installable webinos Applications 

 Offers applications for consumption (by means of installation) on devices under a business 

model of their choice (e.g. retail, direct, free, etc.), 

 Provides application lifecycle management, 

 Manages application developer relations. 

Application Service Provider of hosted webinos Applications 

 Runs webinos Applications „in the Cloud“ on behalf of a webinos Application User, 

 Offers hosted instances of webinos platform components. 

Device Manufacturer 

 Offers execution environment for the webinos runtime, 

 Supports webinos discovery functionality for devices and applications, 

 Demands webinos to add tangible user benefit by means of making webinos applications 

available on their devices. 

Network Provider 

 Of Internet Connectivity (not local / short-‐range connectivity), 

 Provides and manages access to the internet for users as well as for application service 

providers. 3rd Party Service Provider 

 Supplies functionality outside of the webinos platform and functions set to webinos App 

Developers which they can use in their Apps. 

3.4 Requirements Template 

Requirements are visualised in a table where each requirement consumes two rows. A requirements 

table is defined as follows: 
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Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Short Name A 

Priority, Author 

Description. 

Comment B Scenario C Use Case D Backlog Item E 

Table 2 Requirements Table Template 

The meaning of each cell in the requirements template table is described below: 

Short Name: A short name with around three words summarizing the requirement. This also includes 

the original author of the requirements and a requirement priority. The first line also contains the full 

description of the requirement. The priority can have one of the following three values 

 High: this requirement should be implemented during the first phase of the project 

 Medium: this requirement should be implemented during the second phase of the project 

 Low: it is not foreseen that this requirement will be implemented during the project life time 

but the requirement is important enough to mention to attract third party developers (e.g., 

affiliates) to take care on this 

Comments: Various comments can be added to requirements. Most of them referring to the original 

requirement identifier or stating the origin of the requirement. 

Scenarios: The scenario IDs to which the requirement is attached to. 

Use Cases: The use cases IDs to which the requirement is attached to. 

Backlog: The back-log IDs which implementing the requirement. 

Following a full example of an entry in the requirements table 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Addressing route integrity 

High, POLITO 

All parts of the addressing route shall be mutually authenticated. 

Based on DA-DEV-POLITO-005 None None CS-68,CS-80 

Table 3 Requirements Example 
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3.5 Summary of Updates 

Besides updating several requirements to improve the wording, increase the comprehensibility and 

better match to design decisions made in recent months, a significant number of requirements were 

defined as out of scope and, thus, were removed. As part of this update, approximately one third of the 

requirements were rejected and are no longer part of the webinos requirements. Instead of listing each 

rational for removing a specific requirement a summary is given that highlights justifications for most of 

the deletions.  

The most common reason for deletion was that a requirement was either superseded or duplicated by 

other requirements. An example for this was the "Capability identity" requirement from the 

identification area (original id: ID-USR-OXFORD-33). The narrative was "Individual device capabilities 

shall be identifiable and addressable.", but this was almost identical to the "Service Identity" 

requirement "A webinos-enabled service shall be identifiable to webinos devices.". This is because a 

webinos service can be a device feature that is exposed via APIs. 

The second most common reason for considering requirements as out of scope was because many 

phase I requirements refer to application functionalities, rather than webinos platform capabilities. 

Thus, those requirements could be fulfilled by the application itself. An example for this is the "Bar Code 

Resolution" requirement from the capabilities area. The narrative is "Standard bar codes shall be 

resolvable from pictures taken with a device camera from any application.". We see that bar-code 

identification is purely application logic. There are already JavaScript libraries available, for example 

from Tobias Schneider [http://tobeytailor.s3.amazonaws.com/get_barcode_from_image/index.html, 

accessed 23.03.2012], which can be used to identify barcodes of a given image with the use of the 

HTML5 canvas element. Consequently, we don't see the need for webinos requirements that duplicate 

existing functionality. 

Another frequent reason for requirements removal is the group of fit criteria like requirements. These 

requirements are more suited to be a fit criteria for testing than a requirement. An example for this was 

the "Consistent update" requirement which has following narrative: "Installation, update or removal of 

software components shall leave webinos in a consistent state." (original requirement LC-DWP-ISMB-

111). The rational here for removing was that each requirement should be implemented in a way that 

the system behavior (described by use cases and requirements) is not effected in an unexpected way. 

Thus, the requirement was seen as fit criteria for the "Application maintenance" requirement which says 

that "webinos shall allow transfer, install, update, and removal of installable applications to and from 

personal devices at any time." which can be tested with a set of tests targeting the runtime consistence 

before and after the related operations. 

In the following sections, the updated requirements representing the webinos platform at the beginning 

of phase II are listed. 
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3.6 List of Requirements 

3.6.1 Identity 

The Identity requirements are concerned with definition, authentication, and integrity of user, device, 

application, and service identities. Identity requirements also facilitate requirements for binding user 

and device identities which are central to the personal zone concept. 
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Figure 3 Identity Concept Map 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Addressable Webinos shall provide methods to make applications addressable. 
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applications 

High, OXFORD 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-37 S-DA1 None None 

App instance 

authentication 

Medium, OXFORD 

An application instance shall unambiguously authenticate itself to authorised 

entities. 

Derived from concept 

mapping exercise 

None None None 

App provider 

proof 

Medium, POLITO 

An application shall unambiguously prove its application provider's identity, should 

the provider so wish. 

Based on ID-DEV-POLITO-018 None None None 

Application 

authentication 

Medium, POLITO 

An application class shall unambiguously authenticate itself to authorised entities. 

Based on ID-DWP-POLITO-004 None None CS-18 

Application 

identity 

High, OXFORD 

webinos shall identify a currently running application. 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-35 S-DA1 None None 

Component 

address 

High, DT 

Identifiable webinos components that interact as senders or recipients in 

communication process shall have an assigned address, scope of address and 

address resolution method. 

Based on ID-USR-DT-01 None None CS-6,CS-10 

Component 

attestation 

Medium, POLITO 

Proof of webinos component integrity shall be provided to authorised parties. 

Based on ID-DWP-POLITO-102 None None None 

Developer identity 

proof 

Medium, POLITO 

An application shall unambiguously prove its developer's identity, should the 

developer so choose. 

Based on ID-DEV-POLITO-017 None None None 

Device identity 

Medium, OXFORD 

A webinos device shall identify itself to a webinos application using a device 

identifier. 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-25 None None CS-6 
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Device privacy 

preferences 

Medium, POLITO 

A user shall choose the acceptable identity privacy level for other webinos enabled 

devices trying to communicate with his own device. 

Based on ID-USR-POLITO-013 None None None 

Disabled identity 

broadcast 

Low, POLITO 

A user shall disable the advertising of its identity to webinos components and 

remote applications. 

Based on ID-USR-POLITO-011 None None None 

Identity claims 

Medium, POLITO 

A user digital identity shall be composed of necessary claims only. 

Based on ID-USR-POLITO-020 None None None 

Identity 

communication 

High, OXFORD 

A webinos device communicate its identity to other webinos enabled devices. 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-27 None NM4 CS-6 

Mutual 

authentication 

High, POLITO 

Mutual authentication shall be provided between webinos components. 

Based on ID-DWP-POLITO-101 None None CS-68,CS-80 

Platform 

attestation 

Low, POLITO 

A webinos device shall be able to provide attestation of the webinos Platform. 

Based on ID-DEV-POLITO-005 None None CS-6 

Remote device 

identity 

Medium, OXFORD 

A webinos device Identifier shall be used to identify a webinos-installed device to 

remote servers and cloud services. 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-28 None NM4 None 

Runtime 

authentication 

Medium, POLITO 

A webinos runtime installed in a device shall unambiguously authenticate itself to 

authorised entities. 

Based on ID-DWP-POLITO-002 None None CS-68,CS-80 

Service identity 

High, OXFORD 

A webinos-enabled service shall be identifiable to webinos devices. 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-24 None DA1,PS1,DA2 None 

Session device 

identity 

It shall be possible to include device identity information in application session 

data. 
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High, OXFORD Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-34 None None CS-6 

Two factor 

authentication 

Medium, OXFORD 

webinos shall provide a conjoint user and device identifier to webinos compatible 

end-points 

Based on ID-USR-OXFORD-31 None None CS-6 

Unlinkable user 

identity 

Low, POLITO 

Users shall authenticate themselves to a webinos application using an abstraction 

unlinkable from an existing unique entity identifier. 

Based on ID-USR-POLITO-010 None None CS-95 

User identity 

High, OXFORD 

Users shall be identifiable to their webinos devices. 

Based on ID--OXFORD-24 None PS2,CAP2,PS3 CS-6 

Table 4 Identify Requirements 

3.6.2 Discovery and Addressing 

Discovery can be defined as the detection of all devices and therewith accessible services on the 

(webinos) network and the collection of basic information about each device and service (device specific 

attributes) i.e. the type of each device, the sensors/actuators, the type of software being used. 

Discovery is the process that allows a software component running on a device to discover other local or 

public discoverable devices and services through any of the supported networking technologies. Thus, 

this section defines required discovery criteria like service type, proximity and location or installed 

applications. 
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Figure 4 Discovery and Addressing Concept Map 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 
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Addressing route 

integrity 

High, POLITO 

All parts of the addressing route shall be mutually authenticated. 

Based on DA-

DEV-POLITO-005 

None None CS-68,CS-

80 

Analytical change 

correlation 

High, ambiesense 

It shall be possible to subscribe to notifications caused by analytical information 

changes. 

Based on DA-

DEV-ambiesense-

041 

None CAP3 CS-93 

Analytical 

information 

High, ambiesense 

Storage and retrieval of statistical information about webinos API usage by 

applications at invocation time on devices shall be accessible to authorised 

applications. 

Based on DA-

DEV-ambiesense-

044 

None NC2,PS5,PS6 CS-22,CS-

34,CS-

35,CS-

37,CS-

40,CS-

73,CS-

91,CS-92 

Analytical 

information 

query 

Medium, 

Samsung 

webinos shall define a query language to allow authorised applications to 

interrogate analytical data. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None DA5,DA6 CS-36,CS-

75 

Analytical 

information 

schema 

Medium, 

Samsung 

Analytical information stored by webinos shall conform to a pre-defined schema. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None DA5,DA6 CS-74 

Application-

based discovery 

High, FHG 

Devices with a specific application installed shall be discoverable. 

Based on DA-

ASP-FHG-006 

S-DA1 DA4,NM4 None 
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Application-

service 

adaptation 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall support installation of full applications needed to interwork with the 

new service based on the Service Description. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-003 

None None None 

Bound data 

removal 

Medium, 

Samsung 

Configuration data shall be removed from a device once that device has been 

unbound from its user identity. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-86 

Capability 

availability 

broadcast 

High, SEMC 

The webinos network shall provide means for a service to expose its capabilities on 

a webinos network. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-001 

None DA1,DA5,DA6,DA3,DA2 None 

Description-

based discovery 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide means for an Application to find devices and services that are 

available on a webinos network, based on the Device and Service Description. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-005 

None CAP1,NM4 CS-62,CS-

87 

Device event 

discovery 

High, NTUA 

Device Events shall be consumable by applications. 

Based on DA-

DEV-NTUA-002 

None NM4 None 

Device status 

discovery 

High, NTUA 

The status of a device shall be discoverable by applications. 

Based on DA-

DEV-NTUA-001 

None NM4 None 

Distributed 

application 

installation 

High, ambiesense 

Where an application has not already been installed on a device, application 

installation shall be (remotely) triggerable. 

Based on DA-

DEV-ambiesense-

047 

None NM3 None 
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Editable human 

identity 

High, FHG 

The devices human readable name shall be editable by the user. 

New 

requirement 

elicited by FHG 

None None CS-95 

Human-readable 

identity 

High, FHG 

Device shall display a human-readable identity. 

Based on DA-

DEV-FHG-002 

None None None 

Identity barcode 

Low, FHG 

Device shall display its identity as a QR barcode. 

Based on DA-

DEV-FHG-002 

None None None 

Instance address 

access 

High, FHG 

Applications shall have access to an application instance address 

New 

requirement 

elicited by FHG 

None None None 

Location-based 

discovery 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide means for an Application to find devices and services based 

on the physical location of the current user device. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-007 

S-DA3,S-

DA1 

DA5,DA6,NM4 CS-100 

Network 

availability 

broadcast 

High, SEMC 

The webinos network shall provide means for a service to expose its availability on 

a webinos network. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-001 

None DA1,DA2 CS-62,CS-

84 

Personal device 

management 

High 

The webinos runtime shall include interfaces to allow end-users to manage the 

interactions between their personal devices. 

Elicited during 

requirements 

workshop 

None DA4,DA5,NC2,PS2,DA3,TMS1,PS3,DA2 CS-3,CS-

9,CS-

14,CS-

20,CS-80 
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QoS based 

discovery 

High, FHG 

Service shall be discoverable based on QoS parameters (bandwidth, connection 

type, latency). 

New 

requirement 

elicited by FHG 

None None None 

Remote 

management 

provisioning 

Medium, 

Samsung 

webinos shall facilitate the provisioning of remote webinos components necessary 

to enable personal device management. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-3,CS-

69,CS-94 

Requirements-

service 

adaptation 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall support installation of new software requirements to interwok with a 

newly installed application. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-003 

None None None 

Service 

availability 

detection 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide a means for an application to detect the availability of a 

service (such as being able to detect when a service is started, stopped or not 

available). 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-004 

None DA5,CAP1,DA6,NM4 CS-88 

Service discovery 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide the means to discover new services advertised on a webinos 

network. 

Based on DA-

DEV-SEMC-002 

S-DA1 DA1,DA4,DA5,DA6,DA3,DA2,NM4 CS-62 

Un-supported 

sensor/actuator 

discovery 

High, ISMB 

It shall be possible to address sensors and actuators that does not provide webinos 

support. 

Based on DA-

DEV-ISMB-004 

None DA1,CAP1,DA2 None 

User social The social proximity of webinos users shall be retrievable by applications. 
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proximity 

High, NTUA 

Based on DA-

DEV-NTUA-005 

None DA5,DA6,NM4 None 

User-offered 

service discovery 

High, ISMB/FHG 

Applications and services offered by other users shall be discoverable and 

addressable. 

Based on DA-

USR-ISMB/FHG-

005 

None PS5,NM4,PS6 CS-85 

Wireless 

connectivity 

discovery 

High, ambiesense 

Information about Bluetooth, Wifi, Near Field Communication, 3G and other 

connection types shall be accessible and maintainable by applications. 

Based on DA-

DEV-ambiesense-

050 

None NM4 None 

Table 5 Discovery and Addressing Requirements 

3.6.3 Remote Notifications and Messaging 

Remote messaging and Notifications requirements are more concerned about the event types, how the 

messages are propagated in local, cloud scenarios, synchronizing and communication of messages, 

Message control management (frequency, visibility) and Event subscriptions, delivery time and 

distribution over the Network 
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.

 

Figure 5 Remote Notifications and Messaging Concept Map 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Application event 

Medium 

Webinos applications shall incorprate an optional set of pre-defined application 

events. 

Elicited during None NM1,CAP3,LC2,LC3 None 
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requirements workshop 

Application 

launch 

notification 

High, IBBT 

Application users shall be notified of launch requests. 

Based on NM-USR-IBBT-

002 

None CAP3 None 

Entity event 

subscription 

High, FOKUS 

It shall be possible to subscribe to events that are created by a specific entity. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

003 

None NM2 None 

Event delivery 

notification 

Low, FOKUS 

Notification upon delivery of an event shall be available to the event's originator. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

006 

None None None 

Event delivery 

time limit 

High, FOKUS 

It shall be possible to specify a time limit that defines until when an event should be 

delivered to its destinations before it is marked as outdated and no further 

deliveries are tried. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

005 

None None None 

Event destination 

Low, FOKUS 

An event shall restrict its visibility by specifying a set of specific destinations. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

105 

None None None 

Event distribution 

High, ISMB 

Events shall be distributed to all subscribed and authorised destinations. 

Based on NM-DWP-ISMB-

003 

None NM1,NM2 None 

Event instance 

type 

High, FOKUS 

Event instances shall be typed. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

102 

None None None 

Event meta-data 

High, ISMB 

Event shall be associated with event-specific metadata. 

Based on NM-DEV-ISMB- None None None 
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101 

Event name 

conflict 

Medium 

Pre-defined application event names shall not conflict with webinos event names. 

Elicited during 

requirements workshop 

None NM2 None 

Event payload 

High, FOKUS 

Payload data shall, if desired, be attached to events. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

106 

None None None 

Event payload 

data 

Low, FOKUS 

The payload data shall contain arbitrary application specific data. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

107 

None None None 

Event source 

High, FOKUS 

An event shall provide information about its creation source. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

104 

None None None 

Event time 

High, FOKUS 

Events shall provide information about the date and time when the event occurred. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

108 

None None None 

Event type 

subscription 

High, FOKUS 

It shall be possible to subscribe to specific event types in order to be notified if the 

related event occurs. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

002 

None NM1,CAP3,NM2,CAP5 None 

Event type 

unsubscription 

High, FOKUS 

It shall be possible to unsubscribe from notifications about specific event types. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

004 

None NM1 None 

Message caching 

High, ISMB 

Undelivered messages shall be cached. 

Based on NM-DWP-ISMB-

001 

None None None 
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Multiple entity 

eventing 

High, FOKUS 

It shall be possible to exchange information between multiple entities in terms of 

events. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

001 

None NM1,NM2 None 

New installation 

notification 

High, IBBT 

Users of newly installed applications shall be notified of the device the applications 

were installed on. 

Based on NM-USR-IBBT-

001 

None PS8,PS7 None 

Subscription 

High 

Applications shall subscribe to published information of interest from other 

applications, services, and the webinos runtime. 

Elicited during 

requirements workshop 

None NM1,NM2,CAP4 None 

Unique event 

instance 

High, FOKUS 

Event instances shall be unique. 

Based on NM-DEV-FOKUS-

101 

None NM2 None 

webinos event 

Medium 

The webinos runtime shall define a set of events about runtime behaviour. 

Elicited during 

requirements workshop 

None NM2,NM3,CAP5,CAP4 None 

webinos event 

creator 

Medium 

webinos events shall be created only by the webinos runtime. 

Elicited during 

requirements workshop 

None NM2 None 

webinos update 

notification 

High, IBBT 

Users shall be notified of available updates for the webinos runtime and 

applications. 

Based on NM-USR-IBBT-

003 

None None None 

Table 6 Remote Notifications and Messaging Requirements 
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3.6.4 Policy and Security 

Policy and Security requirements concern policy specification, management and enforcement in order to 

control access to personal information, device features, application functionality, state and 

configuration information, and webinos' discovery and analytical capabilities. 

 

Figure 6 Policy and Security Concept Maps 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Access control log 

High, Oxford 

webinos shall allow access control decisions to be logged. 

Based on PS-USR- None None CS-33 
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Oxford-37 

Analytics control 

High, ambiesense 

Analytical data shall be controlled by policy. 

Based on PS-DEV-

ambiesense-15 

S-LC1 NC2,PS5,PS6 CS-38 

API access 

rationale 

Medium, Oxford 

webinos applications shall contain a method explaining why access to data or APIs 

is being requested. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-88 

None None None 

Application 

capability 

restriction 

High, ISMB 

Application shall access only its specified device features, extensions and content. 

Based on PS-DWP-

ISMB-202 

None None None 

Application data 

policy 

Medium 

webinos policies shall specify restrictions on application data. 

Elicited during 

requirements 

workshop 

None LC1 None 

Application 

intent 

Medium, Oxford 

Applications shall specify its required functionality at install time or during updates. 

Based on PS-

USR_DEV-Oxford-44 

None LC2,PS7,LC1 None 

Application 

isolation 

High, Oxford 

Applications shall be isolated from each other. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-62 

None None None 

Application 

policy approval 

High, ambiesense 

Changes to existing application intents shall be approved by the end user. 

Based on PS-DEV-

ambiesense-21 

None None None 

Asset-based 

policy 

The webinos policy editor shall allow asset-based policy specification, including 

objects, subjects, signing authorities and APIs. 
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Medium, Oxford Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-77 

None None None 

Authentication 

alert 

Medium, Oxford 

Unless overridden by a policy, users shall be alerted of attempts to authenticate a 

webinos device with another webinos device. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-16 

None None CS-78,CS-79 

Authenticity 

check 

Medium, ISMB 

Before being installed or updated, origin authenticity and integrity checks shall be 

performed by the webinos runtime on the application. 

Based on PS-DWP-

ISMB-022 

None None None 

Certificate 

signing 

Medium, 

Samsung 

webinos components shall be responsible for signing any certificates that they 

store. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-97 

Certifier list 

Medium, Oxford 

The list of authorities that certified their webinos applications shall be viewable by 

end-users. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-51 

None None CS-98 

Change 

authenticity 

Medium, ISMB 

Security policy downloads, installs, updates, and deletions shall require user and 

system authenticity and integrity checking. 

Based on PS-USR-

ISMB-036 

None None None 

Confidential 

credentials 

storage 

High, Oxford 

The webinos runtime shall support the confidential storage of user credentials. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-86 

None PS10,PS9 CS-1 

Configurable 

device discovery 

Device discovery shall be configurable to (a) disable discovery, (b) prevent discovery 

by certain entities (other devices, users, types of device) and (c) enable discovery by 
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Medium, Oxford all or particular entities. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-31 

None PS9 None 

Credentials 

access restriction 

Medium, Oxford 

Access to credentials storage shall be limited to a specific user, a specific device and 

a set of applications. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-87 

None PS10,PS9 CS-1 

CRL signing 

Medium, 

Samsung 

webinos components shall be responsible for signing any certificate revocation lists 

they store. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-97 

Data 

management 

rationale 

Medium, Oxford 

webinos applications shall provide a method explaining how collected sensitive 

data will be managed. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-89 

None None None 

Data sharing 

authentication 

High, Oxford 

A user shall authenticate with a webinos device, before the device shares profile 

data with other devices. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-121 

None None None 

Default policy 

Medium, DEV 

A default security policy shall be created for a new webinos runtime installation. 

Based on PS-DMA-

DEV-Oxford-47 

None None None 

Device-identity 

binding 

High 

Personal devices shall be bound to its owner's identity. 

Missing requirement 

based on backlog 

None TMS1 CS-3,CS-4,CS-95 

Device-identity The binding between personal devices and owner's identity shall be revokable. 
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binding 

revokation 

High 

Missing requirement 

based on backlog 

None None CS-3 

Event policy 

Medium, IBBT 

webinos shall provide a policy system regarding events. 

Based on PS-DEV-

IBBT-004 

None PS8,TMS3,LC2,PS7 None 

Functionality 

intent 

Medium, Oxford 

webinos application's permissible functionality shall be specified. 

Based on PS-

USR_DEV-Oxford-45 

None None None 

Hierarchical 

policy 

enforcement 

Medium, Oxford 

webinos shall enforce multiple policies written by multiple stakeholders in a 

hierarchy. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-42 

None PS4,PS5,PS3 None 

Key generation 

Medium, 

Samsung 

webinos components shall be responsible for generating any keys that they store. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-97 

Out-of-band 

authentication 

Low, Oxford 

Mutual authentication through out-of-band methods shall be supported. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-26 

None None CS-99,CS-102 

Out-of-band 

revocation 

Medium, 

Samsung 

webinos shall allow out-of-band authentication when revoking certificates 

associated with webinos components. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-4 

Personal device 

authentication 

Medium, Oxford 

Personal devices shall be authenticated before their services are made available. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-124 

None TMS1 None 
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Policy delegation 

Medium, Oxford 

webinos shall support delegated policy management. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-81 

None None None 

Policy impact 

Medium, Oxford 

The webinos policy editor shall incorporate example textual descriptions of how 

particular policy changes affect system behaviour. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-78 

S-LC1 None None 

Policy integrity 

Medium, Oxford 

The authenticity and integrity of policies shall be enforced. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-48 

None None None 

Policy 

management 

High, Oxford 

webinos shall allow users to view and manage application policies. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-49 

S-DA1 LC2,PS4,PS2,PS7,PS3,PS9 None 

Policy override 

refusal 

High, Oxford 

Users shall be denied the ability to modify policy settings if a policy by a more 

privileged authority exists which overrides them. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-57 

None None None 

Policy refusal 

reason 

Medium, Oxford 

Users shall be presented with a rationale for preventing the modification of some 

policy settings. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-58 

None None None 

Policy samples 

Medium, Oxford 

An online repository of sample security policies shall be created. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-79 

S-LC1 None None 

Policy spec 

High, Oxford 

webinos policies shall specify restrictions on device capabilities, application data, 

analytical and personal information held within webinos, and access to other 

devices. 
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Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-53 

None NC2,PS1,PS9 None 

Policy view/edit 

level 

Medium, Oxford 

Policies shall be viewable and editable by users at both a fine-grained and coarse-

grained level. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-113 

S-PS1 None None 

Primary identity 

selection 

Low, POLITO 

A user shall choose the primary level of identity used to advertise other webinos 

enabled devices. 

Based on PS-USR-

POLITO-012 

None None None 

Privacy 

preferences 

Medium, 

VisionMobile 

Access to user private information shall be controlled by user privacy preferences. 

Based on PS-DWP-

VisionMobile-12 

S-PS3,S-

PS2 

PS9 None 

Request denial 

error 

High, Oxford 

webinos APIs shall provide error results when an access control request is denied. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-36 

None None None 

Runtime alert 

High, Oxford 

The webinos runtime shall be able to alert the user at runtime. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-75 

None PS8,TMS3,PS4,PS10 None 

Secure analytics 

storage 

Medium, IBBT 

The webinos system shall store analytical data securely 

Based on PS-USR-

IBBT-005 

None None CS-90 

Secure 

association 

Medium, Oxford 

Associations between devices shall be allowed only when transport level security, 

device authentication, user authorisation, and device authorisation is enforced. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-103 

None None CS-68,CS-80 

Secure Associations shall be re-established between webinos components using an 
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association 

resilience 

Medium, 

Samsung 

alternative protocol in the event of a protocol communication failure. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-68,CS-80 

Secure cache 

Medium, 

Samsung 

Data cached by webinos shall be securely stored to prevent disclosure and 

tampering by unauthorised entities. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-77 

Secure storage 

High, Oxford 

Application data shall be securely stored to prevent disclosure and tampering 

unauthorised entities. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-59 

None PS4 CS-1 

Self 

authentication 

High, Oxford 

A webinos device shall, if required, authenticate itself to other webinos devices 

before an association is established. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-4 

None None None 

Shareable 

services 

Medium, Oxford 

Specified services shall be shareable with other user's personal devices. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-74 

None DA3 CS-85 

Trusted 

application 

source 

Medium, Oxford 

When installing or using an application for the first time, webinos shall establish 

that the user trusts the source of the application. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-106 

None None None 

User 

anonymisation 

Medium, Oxford 

webinos shall provide simple controls to allow the user to become anonymous. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-110 

None None CS-101 

User association When associating devices belonging to different users, webinos shall prompt each 
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alert 

Medium, Oxford 

device to allow the association unless a policy overrides this. 

Based on PS-USR-

Oxford-21 

None DA3 CS-17,CS-30,CS-

79 

User policy 

authoring 

Medium, Oxford 

Security policies shall be authorable by users. 

Based on PS-ALL-

Oxford-61 

S-PS3,S-

PS1,S-PS2 

PS7 None 

User policy editor 

Medium, Oxford 

Policies shall be created and modified by users using a webinos policy editor. 

Based on PS-DEV-

Oxford-76 

S-PS1 None None 

User-to-user 

unlinkability 

Low, POLITO 

webinos agent shall support user-to-user unlinkability, such that no user can 

identify if another user is using or has used the same service. 

Based on PS-DWP-

POLITO-001 

None None None 

WAC/XACML 

policy 

High, Oxford 

The WAC XACML-based policy framework shall be adopted as the webinos policy 

framework. 

Agreed by webinos 

consortium 

None LC2,PS10,DA3 CS-39,CS-40,CS-

41,CS-42,CS-

43,CS-44,CS-

45,CS-46,CS-

47,CS-49 

webinos session 

re-establishment 

Medium, 

Samsung 

Sessions between webinos components shall be re-established using pre-existing 

session identities where assurance about the pre-existing session's integrity can be 

established. 

Retrospectively 

elicited during 

detailed design. 

None None CS-8 

Table 7 Policy and Security Requirements 
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3.6.5 Negotiation and Compatibility 

The Negotiation and Compatibility requirements are concerned with webinos' ability to define, offer, 

and programmatically adapt features across multiple devices. These requirements are also concerned 

with how interfaces to these features may be adapted, and ensuring that compatibility is maintained 

across different versions of webinos. Like a number of other requirements categories, accessing and 

adapting interfaces to features also has implications on access control policies. 
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Figure 7 Negotiation and Compatibility Concept Map 

 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Device 

independent 

design 

High, IBBT 

The webinos platform shall support device independent application design. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-005 None None None 

Feature access 

High, POLITO 

Personal device features shall be programmatically accessible. 

Based on NC-DEV-POLITO-002 None DA1,NC2,DA2 CS-6 

Feature 

information 

High, POLITO 

Information about device physical features shall be programmatically available to 

authorised applications. 

Based on NC-DWP-POLITO-007 None None CS-6 

Feature 

specification 

Medium, 

VOLANTIS 

Applications shall specify the device features they require. 

Based on NC-DWP-VOLANTIS-

001 

None None None 

File format 

compatibility 

Medium, IBBT 

An application shall check device compatibility with certain pre-defined file 

formats. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-007 None None None 

File format 

conversion 

Medium, IBBT 

The webinos platform shall provide services for converting file formats. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-006 None None None 

GUI components 

Medium, IBBT 

The webinos platform shall provide standard UI components. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-003 None NC1 None 

Identifiable APIs 

Medium, IBBT 

webinos APIs shall be uniquely identifiable. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-011 None None None 
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Interactive 

features 

Medium, BMW 

webinos shall provide device feature information for interactive device fetures. 

Elicited during NC concept 

mapping 

S-NC2 None None 

Interface layout 

services 

Medium, IBBT 

webinos shall provide a service that composes an optimised interface layout based 

on the application's UI components and definition. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-004 S-PS2 NC1 None 

Media format 

information 

Medium, POLITO 

Information about device supported media formats shall be programmatically 

available to authorised applications. 

Based on NC-DWP-POLITO-008 S-DA1 NC1 None 

Minimum version 

check 

Medium, 

VisionMobile 

At application installation time, the webinos runtime shall verify that the minimum 

runtime version requirement of the application is satisfied. 

Based on NC-DMA-

VisionMobile-21 

None None None 

Minimum 

webinos version 

Medium, 

VisionMobile 

webinos applications shall specify the minimum required version of the webinos 

runtime. 

Based on NC-DEV-VisionMobile-

20 

None None None 

OS information 

High, POLITO 

Information about the device OS shall be programmatically available to authorised 

applications. 

Based on NC-DWP-POLITO-009 None NC2 F658 

Policy difference 

checking 

Medium, IBBT 

The webinos platform shall check differences in application policies between 

versions. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-010 None None None 

Post-upgrade 

performance 

Medium, 

VisionMobile 

The performance requirements of webinos requirements shall continue to be 

satisfied in subsequent versions of the webinos runtime. 

Based on NC-DMA-

VisionMobile-22 

None None None 
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Resource 

preferences 

Medium, IBBT 

An application shall define the resource preferences it needs access to. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-009 None None None 

Runtime version 

registration 

Medium, IBBT 

webinos runtime implementations shall register the supported webinos APIs and 

versions. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-012 None None CS-84 

Upwards 

compatibility 

Medium, IBBT 

New versions of the webinos platform shall be upwards compatible. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-014 None None None 

webinos 

preference access 

Medium, IBBT 

Authorised applications shall be able to access the user's general webinos 

preferences. 

Based on NC-DEV-IBBT-0015 S-DA3 None None 

Table 8 Negotiation and Compatibility Requirements 

3.6.6 Lifecycle 

The Lifecycle requirements are concerned with the installation and maintenance of webinos 

applications. This includes the specification of webinos applications and meta-data, as well as how these 

are developed and installed. These requirements have implications on how applications deal with 

adaptation across devices and contexts, and policies for controlling application data. 
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Figure 8 Lifecycle Concept Map 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Application API 

High, ISMB 

An application shall be associated with its required and optional APIs, and minimum 

supported version. 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

003 

None None None 

Application 

maintenance 

Medium, ISMB 

webinos shall allow transfer, install, update, and removal of installable applications to 

and from personal devices at any time. 

Based on LC-USR-ISMB-

037 

None DA4,TMS3,LC2,PS10,LC1,LC3 None 

Application 

meta-data 

High, ISMB 

An application shall be associated with pre-specified meta-data. 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

001 

None None None 

Application-

like extension 

packaging 

Medium, ISMB 

Extensions shall be packaged in a way that is as similar as possible to applications. 

Based on LC-3RD-ISMB-

106 

None None None 

Contact details 

High, ISMB 

Application specifications shall define contact details for problem reporting. 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

007 

None LC1 None 

Deferred 

install 

Medium, ISMB 

When updating applications on personal devices, webinos shall support 

postponement of the update. 

Based on LC-USR-ISMB-

041 

None None None 

Development 

tools 

Low, 

VisionMobile 

webinos shall provide tools allowing to develop and test applications across devices 

and device types, including different screen sizes (PC, tablet, smartphone, connected 

TV, car), different input methods (touch, keyboard, mouse) leading to different 

integration models, and browser types. 
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Based on LC-DWP-

VisionMobile-41 

None None None 

Device 

personal data 

uninstall 

Medium, 

POLITO 

Application removal from a device shall remove any linked personal data from the 

device. 

Based on LC-DEV-

POLITO-001 

None TMS3 None 

Digital 

signature 

Medium, ISMB 

To perform origin authenticity and integrity checking, an application shall be 

associated with a unique digital signature. 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

006 

None None None 

Distribution 

and usage 

conditions 

Medium, ISMB 

Application specifications shall describe distribution and usage conditions (e.g. expiry 

date, multi-device installation). 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

008 

None None None 

Human-

readable 

version 

Medium, ISMB 

Application specifications shall define a human-readable version name. 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

104 

None LC1 None 

Installation 

initialisation 

High, Samsung 

webinos software and meta-data shall be initialised before it is first used on a device. 

Retrospectively elicited 

during detailed design. 

None None CS-96 

Installed 

application 

data 

High, ISMB 

The webinos runtime shall maintain data about installed applications; this includes 

version information, and other application specific settings. 

Based on LC-DWP-ISMB-

010 

None None None 

Maintenance 

authorisation 

Medium, ISMB 

Authorised entities shall be able to transfer, install, update or remove installable 

applications to and from devices owned by a user. 

Based on LC-USR-ISMB- None TMS3 None 
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039 

Meta-data 

inspection 

High, POLITO 

Application metadata shall be available for human inspection. 

Based on LC-DEV-

POLITO-006 

None None None 

Multi-device 

install 

Medium, ISMB 

The user shall be asked whether multi-device applications should be installed on other 

associated devices. 

Based on LC-USR-ISMB-

021 

None LC2,LC1 None 

Network 

download 

transfer 

Medium, ISMB 

webinos applications shall be transferred between devices by downloading them from 

the network. 

Based on LC-USR-ISMB-

040 

None None None 

Platform-

specific 

extension 

binding 

Medium, ISMB 

Extensions containing platform-specific code shall be associated with its supported 

platforms. 

Based on LC-3RD-ISMB-

107 

None None None 

Standard-like 

extension 

Medium, ISMB 

Extensions shall be treated in a way that is similar and consistent with standard device 

features. 

Based on LC-DWP-ISMB-

009 

None None None 

Unbinding 

initialisation 

High, Samsung 

webinos software and meta-data shall be initialised when a personal device is no 

longer bound to a user identity. 

Retrospectively elicited 

during detailed design. 

None None CS-96 

Version name 

Medium, ISMB 

Application specifications shall define a version name based on a predefined scheme. 

Based on LC-DEV-ISMB-

002 

None None None 
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Table 9 Lifecycle Requirements 

3.6.7 Device and Service Functional Capability 

The Device and Service Functional Capability requirements are concerned with the capabilities the 

webinos platform should exhibit. This forms the basis for application structure and development. This 

includes background code execution, API specifications and application invocation. 
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Figure 9 Device and Service Functional Capability Concept Map 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 

Audio and video 

access 

Medium, SEMC 

webinos shall facilitate audio and video media capture where the device capabilities 

are available. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

004 

S-DA1 NC1 None 

Automatic 

background 

start-up 

Medium, SEMC 

It shall be possible to register a background application for automatic execution at 

device start-up. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

202 

None CAP4 None 

Background 

application 

Medium, FHG 

The webinos runtime shall support the running of background applications. 

Based on CAP-DEV-FHG-

200 

None CAP3,CAP4 None 

Background 

event 

notification 

Medium, SEMC 

Users shall be notified of events received by the background application. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

200 

None CAP3,CAP5 None 

Device Status 

API 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall facilitate application access to the following items of device physical 

system information: connectivity status, power information, CPU load, audio and 

video codecs capabilities, memory status, output devices characteristics. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

012 

None CAP5 None 

Event-based 

application 

start-up 

Medium, SEMC 

webinos runtime shall start applications based on events. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

203 

None CAP3,NM3,CAP5 None 

Foreground 

priority 

Medium, FHG 

The webinos runtime shall be able switch running applications based on platform 

priorities. 

Based on CAP-DEV-FHG- None CAP3,CAP5 None 
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203 

Foreground 

request 

Medium, SEMC 

Where possible, the webinos runtime shall allow background applications to be run 

in the foreground. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

201 

None CAP3 None 

Geo-location 

access 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide means for applications to access device geo-location. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

008 

None None None 

JavaScript UPnP 

device access 

Low, TNO 

webinos shall allow JavaScript API access to UPnP/DLNA devices. 

Based on CAP-DEV-TNO-

002 

None None None 

Local file 

storage access 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide programmatic access to local file storage. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

014 

None PS8 CS-89 

Non-GUI 

background 

applications 

Medium, FHG 

A webinos application shall support execution of non GUI applications. 

Based on CAP-DEV-FHG-

201 

None CAP3,CAP4 None 

non-webinos 

device API 

Medium, FHG 

The webinos runtime shall allow access to non-webinos APIs to device features. 

Based on CAP-DWP-FHG-

002 

None CAP1 None 

Physical 

orientation 

access 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall provide means for applications to access device physical orientation. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

009 

None None None 

Real-time 

stream access 

Medium, SEMC 

webinos shall facilitate application access to streamed real-time interactive bi-

directional communication with multiple webinos applications running in the same 

device or different devices. 
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Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

006 

None None None 

Remote device 

access 

High, FHG 

Access to resources on remote devices shall be allowable. 

Based on CAP-DEV-FHG-

100 

None PS8,CAP1,CAP5 None 

Standard API 

High, FHG 

webinos APIs shall re-use existing API specifications where available. 

Based on CAP-DWP-FHG-

001 

None PS8 None 

Timer-based 

application 

invocation 

Low, SEMC 

The webinos runtime shall invoke applications by a timer based event. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

204 

None None None 

User profile 

access 

Medium, SEMC 

webinos shall provide means for applications to access user's profile data. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

010 

None CAP2 None 

Wake-up 

message 

subscription 

Medium, FHG 

It shall be possible for devices to subscribe to and be woken up by wake-up 

messages. 

Based on CAP-DEV-FHG-

205 

None NM1,CAP5 None 

webinos 

enabled sensor 

access 

Medium, SEMC 

webinos shall support application access to webinos enabled sensors/actuators 

connected to personal devices. 

Based on CAP-DEV-SEMC-

016 

None CAP1 T830 

Table 10 Device and Service Functional Capability Requirements 

3.6.8 Transfer and Management of State 

The Transfer and Management of State requirements are concerned with the state of webinos devices 

and applications, comprising the synchronization of information about state among different 

applications running on different devices. These requirements have implications on how applications 

can migrate and interact among different devices. There are also implications on policies (access 
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control) and security (integrity and confidentiality), since sensitive information are potentially contained 

in application and device state. 

 

Figure 10 Transfer and Management of State Concept Maps 

Short Name Comments Scenarios Use Cases Backlog 
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Application data 

synchronisation 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

webinos shall allow application data synchronisation between several users. 

Based on TMS-DWP-VOLANTIS-

008 

None TMS2 None 

Application data 

synchronisation 

management 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

webinos shall allow users to manage applications which synchronise their 

data with other webinos devices. 

Based on TMS-USR-VOLANTIS-

017 

S-DA2 None None 

Application running 

state 

High, POLITO 

webinos shall support storage and retrieval of applications' running state. 

Based on TMS-DWP-POLITO-

001 

None TMS2 None 

Application shutdown 

synchronisation 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

On exit, webinos shall allow applications to synchronize its data with another 

instance of the application working on another device. 

Based on TMS-DEV-VOLANTIS-

006 

None None None 

Application startup 

synchronisation 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

On startup, webinos shall allow applications to synchronize its data with 

another instance of the application working on another device. 

Based on TMS-DEV-VOLANTIS-

005 

None None None 

Application state 

availability 

High, POLITO 

Application state shall be accessible to authorized entities. 

Based on TMS-DWP-POLITO-

002 

None None None 

Data subset application 

synchronisation 

High, VOLANTIS 

webinos shall allow applications to synchronise a subset of data with a 

webinos application working on another authorised device. 

Based on TMS-DEV-VOLANTIS-

007 

None TMS2 None 

Disable application data 

synchronisation 

webinos shall allow synchronisation to be disabled for selected webinos 

application. 
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Medium, VOLANTIS Based on TMS-USR-VOLANTIS-

015 

None None None 

Disable device 

synchronisation 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

webinos shall users to disable synchronisation for selected devices. 

Based on TMS-USR-VOLANTIS-

016 

S-DA2 None None 

Personal device 

application status 

registration 

High, POLITO 

For each application running on a personal device, the current application 

status shall be registered 

Based on TMS-USR-Oxford-30 None None None 

Personal device power 

status 

High, Oxford 

A personal device storing webinos devices data shall store the devices' 

power status 

Based on TMS-USR-Oxford-30 None None None 

Personal device status 

registration 

High, Oxford 

For each identified personal device, the current device status shall be 

registered 

Based on TMS-USR-Oxford-29 None None None 

Session re-

establishment 

High, SEMC 

webinos shall allow for re-establishment of secure sessions between a 

webinos application and third parties after the application has transferred 

between webinos devices. 

Based on TMS-DEV-SEMC-020 None TMS2 None 

State and configuration 

transfer 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

webinos shall allow state and configuration transfer of several applications 

to another user devices. 

Based on TMS-DWP-VOLANTIS-

001 

None TMS2 None 

Synchronisation 

method 

Low, VOLANTIS 

webinos shall allow users to select methods for synchronising application 

data. 

Based on TMS-DWP-VOLANTIS-

013 

None None None 

Time period based webinos shall enable applications to synchronize data with a webinos 
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application 

synchronisation 

Medium, VOLANTIS 

application working on another authorised device at specific time periods. 

Based on TMS-DEV-VOLANTIS-

004 

None None None 

Table 11 Transfer and Management of State Requirements 
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4 Conclusions 
The updated requirements and industry landscape deliverable provides the functionality and 

characteristics of the webinos platform as it is seen today. The tables in Chapter 2 list requirements that 

are separated in eight functional areas. They are primarily intended for the use by the specification and 

platform developers of the webinos system. They are also for specific target audiences who are 

interested in how identified scenarios and use cases are reflected in the webinos platform 

requirements. With for- and backward references across scenarios, use cases, requirements and back-

log items traceable links are given. 

The methodology and conventions used for the requirements analysis are typically those also used in 

various standardisation bodies. In particular, the derivation of requirements is for a large part based on 

use cases and scenarios. In addition, a sense-making concept mapping exercise was used to collectively 

re-organize and synthesize requirement information. 

In order to provide a context for an unambiguous interpretation of the requirements statements by the 

developers and general reader, a Glossary has been added, defining actors, webinos entities as well as 

relevant industry knowledge. 

The functional requirements in this document are divided into the following categories: Identity (ID); 

Discovery and Addressing (DA); Remote Notifications and Messaging (NM); Policy and Security (PS); 

Negotiation and Compatibility (NC); Lifecycle (LC); Device and Service Functional Capability (CAP); and 

Transfer and Management of State (TMS). 

This document will be updated, in particular the webinos design data repositories, as the requirements 

are refined within the following activities and project milestones. All changes will be handled through 

change requests against current requirements brought in by contributors to the specification and 

implementation work. 
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5 Appendix 

5.1 Glossary 

Access Control 

Protection of resources against unauthorized access; a process by which use of resources is regulated 

according to a security policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that 

policy. (RFC2828) 

Actuator 

A mechanical device for moving or controlling a mechanism or system. It is operated by a source of 

energy, usually in the form of an electric current, hydraulic fluid pressure or pneumatic pressure, and 

converts that energy into some kind of motion. Webinos must provide methods that allow Web 

Applications to control Actuators. 

Advertising 

The process of public promotion (of some product or service) 

[http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=advertising] 

Anonymity 

"Anonymity requires that other users or subjects are unable to determine the identity of a user bound 

to a subject or operation" (ISO15408) 

Anonymous 

The condition of having a name that is unknown or concealed. (RFC2828) 

Application installation 

Installation (or setup) of a program (including drivers, plugins, etc.) is the act of putting the program 

onto a computer system so that it can be executed. Because the requisite process varies for each 

program and each computer, many programs (including operating systems) come with a general-

purpose or dedicated installer – a specialized program which automates most of the work required for 

their installation. 

Application lifecycle 

A continuous process of managing the life of an application through governance, development and 

maintenance. 

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=advertising
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Application Programming Interface (API) 

An interface, i.e. a point of interaction between components, implemented by a software program that 

enables it to interact with other software. It facilitates interaction between different software programs 

similar to the way the user interface facilitates interaction between humans and computers (Wikipedia). 

Applications 

"A complete, self-contained program that performs a specific function directly for the user. This is in 

contrast to system software such as the operating system kernel, server processes, libraries which exists 

to support application programs and utility programs." (FOLDOC) 

Applications may exist on a device or be hosted online. 

AppStore 

An overall set of client and/or server functions that may enable various capabilities of the user related 

to the application lifecycle, e.g. widget discovery, selection, preview, payment, authorization checks, 

update, etc. (WAC). 

AppStore Client 

A device client that supports client-side functions of an AppStore (WAC). 

AppStore Server 

A network server that supports server-side functions of an AppStore (WAC). 

Asset 

Anything that has value to the organization [ISO/IEC 13335-1:2004] 

Assurance 

Grounds for confidence that a deliverable meets its security objectives [ISO/IEC 15408-1] 

Attestation 

The process of vouching for the accuracy of information. External entities can attest to shielded 

locations, protected capabilities, and Roots of Trust. A platform can attest to its description of platform 

characteristics that affect the integrity (trustworthiness) of a platform. Both forms of attestation require 

reliable evidence of the attesting entity. [http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/glossary/] 

Attestation of the Platform 

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/glossary/
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An operation that provides proof of a set of the platform's integrity measurements 

[http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/glossary/] 

Attestation to the Platform 

An operation that provides proof that a platform can be trusted to report integrity measurements; 

performed using the set or subset of the credentials associated with the platform 

[http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/glossary/] 

Authentication 

"Authentication is the process of confirming the correctness of the claimed identity." (SANS) 

Authentication Mechanism 

The mechanism used to corroborate claimed information with a specified, or understood, level of 

confidence. Mechanisms include the use of username/password, X.509 client certificates and 

biometrics, etc. (STORK) 

Authentication Server 

A server that provides authentication services to users or other systems. For example, the user passes 

its identity and password (or certificate, smartcard, biometric data) to the authentication server; the 

latter verifies this data and grants the authentication proof (e.g., a credential) to the user. 

Authenticity 

Property that ensures that the identity of a subject or resource is the one claimed. Authenticity applies 

to entities such as users, processes, systems and information [IEC 62210, ed. 1.0 (2003-05)] 

Authorization 

A right or a permission that is granted to a system entity to access a system resource. (RFC2828) 

Authorization Server 

A server that consults the security policy, extracts the relevant security rules, evaluates these rules with 

the current access parameters, eventually, invokes the conflict resolution process, and generates the 

corresponding credentials that permit the access to resources. 

Availability 

"The property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity" (ISO/IEC 13335-

1:2004 taken from ISO27001) 

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/glossary/
http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/developers/glossary/
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Certification Authority (CA) 

 A trusted third party 'clearing house' that issues digital signatures and digital certificates 

(ISO27002). 

 An infrastructure that issues certificates signed by or chained to a root certificate owned by the 

organization operating the CA infrastructure. CA-operating organizations typically own multiple 

root certificates, and apply various certification practices, e.g. level of business or domain 

validation required for issuing certificates signed by a particular root certificate. (WAC) 

Claim 

A statement made by one entity about itself or another entity that a relying party considers to be “in 

doubt” until it passes “Claims Approval”. [STORK Glossary and Acronyms] 

Claims Approval 

The process of evaluating a set of claims associated with a security presentation to produce statements 

trusted in a specific environment so it can used for automated decision making and/or mapped to an 

application specific identifier. [STORK Glossary and Acronyms] 

Cloud 

"Cloud computing is Web-based processing, whereby shared resources, software, and information are 

provided to computers and other devices (such as smartphones) on demand over the Internet." 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing) 

"The Cloud" can therefore refer to a range of services provided by remote infrastructures. A single 

instance of a Cloud is Amazon EC2, for example. 

Cloud service 

Cloud application services or "Software as a Service (SaaS)" deliver software as a service over the 

Internet, eliminating the need to install and run the application on the customer's own computers and 

simplifying maintenance and support. People tend to use the terms ‘SaaS’ and ‘cloud service’ 

interchangeably, when in fact they are two different things. 

Confidentiality 

"The property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, 

or processes" (ISO/IEC 13335-1:2004 taken from BS ISO/IEC 27001:2005 ) 

Credential 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
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Data that is transferred or presented to establish either a claimed identity or the authorizations of a 

system entity. (RFC2828) 

Credential Issuer 

A party that manufactures and issues a credential, asserting identity attributes or privileges associated 

with a person. [STORK Glossary and Acronyms] 

Device 

A piece of hardware such as a mobile telephone, laptop, PC, home media centre, in-car system, 

netbook, tablet, game console, or router. The term “terminal” may be used analogue. 

Digital Certificate 

A structure that associates an identity with an entity such as a user, a product or an Application Instance 

where the certificate has an associated asymmetric key pair which can be used to authenticate that the 

entity does, indeed, possess the Private Key (IEC 62541-2, ed. 1.0 (2010-02)) 

Digital Identity 

A set of claims made by one digital subject about itself or another digital subject." Where a digital 

subject is "a person or thing represented or existing in the digital realm which is being described or dealt 

with. -- The Laws of Identity 

Digital Signature 

The result of a cryptographic transformation of data which, when properly implemented, provides the 

services of: 

 origin authentication 

 data integrity 

 signer non-repudiation. [FIPS 140-2] 

Electronic Identity 

See Digital identity 

Entity 

Any concrete or abstract object of interest, including relations among things (IEC 61360-1, ed. 3.0 (2009-

07)) 

http://www.identityblog.com/stories/2005/05/13/TheLawsOfIdentity.pdf
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Extension 

A collection of data, APIs and/or platform-specific code, that is not part of webinos but is meant to be 

used in conjunction with it and is consistent with webinos APIs. 

Feature 

An option or functional capability available to the user. 

Geo-location 

Geo-Location is an identification of the real-world geographic location of an object, such as a cell phone 

or an Internet-connected computer terminal. Geo-location may refer to the practice of assessing the 

location, or to the actual assessed location. 

Identification 

An act or process that presents an identifier to a system so that the system can recognize a system 

entity and distinguish it from other entities. [IEC 62351-2, ed. 1.0 (2008-08)] 

Identity 

Informally, identity "is whom someone or what something is, for example, the name by which 

something is known" (SANS). 

A digital identity is "a set of claims made by one digital subject about itself or another digital subject." 

Where a digital subject is "a person or thing represented or existing in the digital realm which is being 

described or dealt with" (KIM). 

Infotainment 

It is a “information-based media content or programming that also includes entertainment content in an 

effort to enhance popularity with audiences and consumers.” 

Installable Web Application 

A Web Application that is packaged in a way to allow a single download and installation on a user's 

device. The installed package could contain the complete application, i.e. the html, css and javascript 

files as well the "manifest" file or the installed package could contain the "manifest" file only. The 

"manisfest" file contains metadata describing the app. "Installed Web Applications" can for example 

benefit from digital signing of package and that API access control decisions could be done at installation 

time. Furthermore there might be marketing/deployment/charging advantages with "Installed Web 

Applications. Examples of Installable Web Applications are W3C Widgets and Chrome Installable Web 

Apps (http://code.google.com/chrome/apps/docs/index.html). 

http://code.google.com/chrome/apps/docs/index.html
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Integrity 

"The property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of assets" (ISO/IEC 13335-1:2004 taken 

from BS ISO/IEC 27001:2005 ) 

JavaScript API 

An API for Web Applications defined using an Interface Definition Language (IDL). JavaScript APIs could 

for example be provided as a means for a Web Application to gain access to Device Capabilities. The 

definition of the API itself concerns the interfaces, methods, properties and other attributes that make 

up the API. 

Local Storage 

A memory for recording (storing) information (data) entirely located on a specific device 

Marketplace 

(See also AppStore) Digital distribution platform for apllications 

Media and Content 

The words media and content refer to the textual, visual or aural content that is consumed as part of the 

user experience. It may be provided by the user, the device and/or services. It may be hosted on the 

device and/or in the network. It includes text, images, sounds, photos, videos and animations etc. 

Metadata 

"Structured data about data. Increasingly this term refers to any data used to aid the identification, 

description and location of networked electronic resources." (SWDB). 

Optional extension 

An extension that, if not available, still allows the application to run, yet with less and/or degraded 

functionality. 

Optional feature 

A feature that, if not available, still allows the application to run, yet with less and/or degraded 

functionality. 

Personally identifiable information 
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As used in information security, refers to information that can be used to uniquely identify, contact, or 

locate a single person or can be used with other sources to uniquely identify a single individual. 

Platform 

An operating system and software environment running on top of a device, managing the device 

hardware and providing common services for efficient execution of various application software. 

Examples: The most common operating systems used in mobile smart phones include Symbian OS, 

Android, iOS, RIM Black Berry OS, or Windows Mobile. Popular modern operating systems for personal 

computers include Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, and GNU/Linux. MeeGo is a Linux-based open source 

mobile operating system project, primarily targeted at mobile devices and information appliances in the 

consumer electronics market. 

Policy 

Abstractly, a policy is a rule that defines a choice in the behaviour of a system. Security policies in 

Webinos are the permissions defined by users of the webinos runtime in order to allow or deny access 

to a resource or capability by an application or component. For example, a policy may define that 

Application A may not use the GPS location capabilities on a device. 

A "Privacy Policy" or "Privacy Manifest" is a statement given by an application defining how the 

application will use information about (or belonging to) the user. For example, a privacy policy might 

assert that user contact details are not passed on to any third parties. 

Privacy 

The right of individuals to control or influence what information related to them may be collected and 

stored and by whom and to whom that information may be disclosed.[ISO 7498-2: Security Architecture] 

Privilege 

Right or permission expressly granted to a single or specified group of user(s) or device(s) to perform 

specified actions, in specified roles and associated to established identity [IEC/PAS 62443-3, ed. 1.0 

(2008-01)] 

Publishing 

The process of production and dissemination of information - the activity of making information 

available for public view [Wikipedia] 

Real-time games 
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Game time progresses continuously according to the game clock. Players perform actions 

simultaneously as opposed to in sequential units or turns. 

Required extension 

An extension that is absolutely needed for an application to run. 

Required feature 

A feature that is absolutely needed for an application to run. 

Security 

All aspects related to defining, achieving, and maintaining confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-

repudiation, accountability, authenticity, and reliability. [ISO/IEC 13335-1] 

Security policy 

 A set of rules and practices that specify or regulate how a system or organization provides 

security services to protect sensitive and critical system resources (RFC2828), e.g. access to 

features and underlying device capabilities. 

Security Policy Enforcement 

The ability to understand and apply security policies. 

Set-top box 

Is a device that connects to a television and an external source of signal, turning the signal into content 

which is then displayed on the television screen or other display device. 

Sensor 

A device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal which can be read by an 

observer or by an instrument. 

Sensor network 

Sensor network consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to cooperatively monitor physical 

or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants. 

Service 

An addressable logical functional entity that is exposed on a device or a server. The service availability 

varies over time depending on the device status (on/off), service status 
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(stopped/running/installed/uninstalled) and connection status (connected/disconnected). Examples of 

services are: an API to get the temperature from a sensor, a web API provided by a Web Server or a 

remote control API provided by a TV. 

Service Discovery 

The procedure that provides the means to detect devices and services provided in a Webinos network 

or devices and services connected via short range bearers. The procedure includes the means: 

 for a service to advertise its availability and service capabilities. 

 for an application to search for available services. 

Smartphone 

A smartphone is a mobile phone that offers more advanced computing ability and connectivity than a 

contemporary basic feature phone. Smartphones and feature phones may be thought of as handheld 

computers integrated within a mobile telephone, but while most feature phones are able to run 

applications based on platforms such as Java ME, a smartphone allows the user to install and run more 

advanced applications based on a specific platform. Smartphones run complete operating system 

software providing a platform for application developers.  

[Source: Wikipedia.] 

Social Proximity 

Social Proximity is the phenomenon of overlapping for different people’s social circles. That helps them 

to reinforce the deep bonds of trust that facilitate exchange of tacit knowledge, and thus to develop 

more powerful connection among them. Social proximity is actually a very schematic and physical 

indicator. It means a person is in touch with others. 

Trusted Application 

An application which has been assigned a specific level of trust, which can be based upon a variety of 

application attributes and installation context attributes, as defined by a security policy. [Source: WAC] 

Trusted Entity 

Entity which is assumed to appropriately enforce security policies. Because of this assumption, the 

entity may cause other security policies to be obviated.  

For example: A trusted authorisation entity declares a user to be authorised for control thereby 

challenges authentication procedures that would normally be applied, are not invoked. [IEC 62210, ed. 

1.0 (2003-05)] 

Unlinkability 
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"Unlinkability requires that users and/or subjects are unable to determine whether the same user 

caused certain specific operations." (BS ISO/IEC 15408-2:2008) 

Use case 

A use case in software engineering and systems engineering is a description of a system’s behaviour as it 

responds to a request that originates from outside of that system. In other words, a use case describes 

"who" can do "what" with the system in question. The use case technique is used to capture a system's 

behavioral requirements by detailing scenario-driven threads through the functional requirements. 

User profile 

It is a collection of personal data associated to a specific user. A profile refers therefore to the explicit 

digital representation of a person's identity. A user profile can also be considered as the computer 

representation of a user model. 

Vulnerability 

A flaw or weakness in a system’s design, implementation, or operation and management that could be 

exploited to violate the system’s integrity or security policy. [RFC 2828] 

WAC 

The Wholesale Applications Community (WAC) is an open global alliance formed from the world’s 

leading telecoms operators. It has been established to increase the overall market for mobile 

applications. It strives to unite a fragmented applications marketplace by providing common developer 

tools, a revenue share model across the entire ecosystem and common network and terminal APIs. For 

more information, see http://www.wholesaleappcommunity.com. 

For further information related to the latest WAC 2.0 Beta Releases, see 

also http://members.wholesaleappcommunity.com/corespec/spec.html#toc-definitions. 

Web Analytics 

According to the Digital Analytics Association (DAA) Web Analytics is defined as "Web Analytics is the 

measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet data for purposes of understanding and 

optimizing web usage". 

Web Application 

The term used generically to refer to an application authored in Web formats, including HTML, 

JavaScript, CSS and various media formats. [Source: WAC] 

Web Browser 
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A terminal application which provides a Web Runtime Environment supporting Websites. [Source: WAC] 

Webinos 

Webinos is the system we are developing to deliver the "one application for all devices" vision. It 

includes: 

 A client-side software implementation providing functionality or APIs for displaying a user 

interface and using device features 

 A standard describing this software implementation 

 Developer tools (documentation, software) for writing applications that use the standard 

 A shared set of protocols and standards for sharing applications, data and metadata between 

devices, as well as for providing a seamless user experience 

 Privacy and security controls to enhance the user experience and protect against threats to 

user, applications and the system itself. 

Webinos API 

An API that exposes access to some internal functionality of a piece of software for use by Webinos 

developers, to get access to specific information, to trigger special behavior, or to perform some other 

action. The Webinos APIs are typically client-side script APIs, for use in Webinos browsers and similar 

Webinos user agents (as opposed to server-side APIs, for example). 

[Inspired by W3C Web APPs WG's definition of API] 

Webinos application 

An application written using webinos technologies that will run on a device, across a range of devices 

reflecting the domains mobile, fix, automotive or home media and/or server. The application will be 

able to securely and consistently access device specific features, communicate over the cloud and adjust 

to the device and context specific situation. 

Webinos Component 

A term to indicate any component augmented with webinos-based intelligence that interact with or 

manage a Webinos Network (i.e. webinos agent, webinos device, webinos runtime) 

Webinos Consortia 

The webinos project has been defined by a strong consortium of 22 founding partners from nine 

countries. These companies are academic and industrial with a cross-domain focus; they include mobile 
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phone manufacturers, telecommunication operators, automotive company, research and analytics firm, 

a communication company and a range of well-known research facilities. It is the intention to engage 

further companies in the definition and adoption of webinos – as such the current webinos project 

members reach out to external companies via a range of communication tools (website, conferences, 

etc.) 

Webinos Network 

An addressable logical grouping of one or many devices connected to one of many different IP subnet 

networks. The Webinos Network is an overlay network belonging to one user, a group of users or an 

organisation. A device can be a member of one or many Webinos Networks. 

Webinos project 

The webinos project refers to the commitment of the 22 webinos founding members to collaborate, 

define and deliver webinos within the three year time period following the official kick-off in September 

2010. 

Web technology 

Commonly associated with web applications that facilitate interactive systemic biases, interoperability, 

user-centered design, and developing the World Wide Web. 

Website 

A remotely hosted collection of resources authored in Web formats (including HTML, JavaScript, CSS and 

various media formats) and served by a web server so as to be viewable in a Browser. [Source: WAC] 

Widget 

An interactive application for displaying and/or updating local data or data on the Web, packaged in a 

way to allow a single download and installation on a user's machine or mobile device. [Source: WAC] 

Web Runtime Environment (WRT) 

A WRT is considered as terminal software which supports the execution of web applications. 

5.2 Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

API Application Programming Interface 
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CA Certification Authority 

CPT Cross-Platform Tools 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CRL   Certificate Revocation List 

CSS Cascading Style Sheets 

DAA Digital Analytics Association 

DLNA Digital Living Network Alliance 

DVB Digital Video Broadcasting 

EPG Electronic Program Guide 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HbbTV Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV 

HTML Hypertext Markup Language 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

IDL Interface Definition Language 

IM Instant Message 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPR Intellectual Property Rights 

IVI In-vehicle Infotainment 
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JIL Joint Innovation Labs 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 

MMS Multimedia Messaging Service 

NFC Near Field Communication 

OHA Open Handset Alliance 

OMTP Open Mobile Terminal Platform 

OS Operating System 

PIM Personal Information Management 

QR Quick Response 

RFC Request for Comments 

SANS SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security 

SDK  Software Development Kit 

SMS Short Message Service 

STB Set-Top Box 

WAC The Wholesale Applications Community 

WRT Web Runtime Environment 

UPnP Universal Plug and Play 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 
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VoIP Voice over IP 

XACML eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 
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